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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
Memorial Park (formerly Westbank Community Park) is a community
park in the Westbank Centre Neighbourhood. The park is located
adjacent to Johnson Bentley Memorial Centre (JBMAC) off West
Kelowna’s Old Okanagan Highway. The northwest corner of the site is
former Westbank Irrigation District (WID) property that is now owned
by the District of West Kelowna (DWK).
Memorial Park today

Currently, the park is used for casual field activities, skateboarding and
hosting community events including Westside Daze and Music in the
Park. The park’s topography creates a bowl around a grass field and
stage area, providing a natural amphitheatre. The stage and skate park
are important site features; however, they are at an age and state of
deterioration where it is time to consider their future.
A need to upgrade existing features, combined with the increasing
popularity of Westside Daze and Music in the Park, and a desire to
create a community memorial space, prompted the creation of the
Memorial Park Plan.

Figure 1: Memorial Park
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Memorial Park Objectives
Four main objectives for the future of Memorial Park were identified
during the planning process (see Section 3.2 for additional detail):
 Continue to support community events at Memorial Park;
 Create a unique recreation destination in West Kelowna;
 Enhance park safety and security, and;
 Create a space to recognize and commemorate members of the
community.

Park Concept
Public input indicated the following priorities should be the focus of
improvements to Memorial Park:
 Develop tiered seating in front of the stage;
 Improve safety and security;
 Provide a new bike skills park;
 Provide a new skate park;
 Provide an improved and expanded stage;
 Develop a playground; and
 Increase and formalize the parking.

Figure 4: Memorial Park Plan (p.9) shows the park concept and
recommendations for the park. Figure 5: Proposed Phasing Plan (p.10)
shows suggested phasing for the recommendations.
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Recommendations
A set of detailed recommendations support the implementation of the
ideas, values and priorities generated through the planning process.
Two types of recommendations were developed through the planning
process:
1. Capital Recommendations (CR): These recommendations will
require capital investment, through municipal funding or other
funding strategies, to improve Memorial Park.
PHASE 1 CAPITAL RECOMMENDATIONS (2013 - 2015)
Phase 1 focuses on completing detailed design and assessments for
proposed park improvements, including:





Completing development permit processes and undertaking
geotechnical and topographical survey of the park;
Completing tiered seating to better accommodate
community events;
Adding a bike skills park to provide a new recreation feature
at Memorial Park, and;
Expanding parking south of the field.

See p.15 for the Phase 1 Capital Recommendations. It is anticipated
that these recommendations will be completed between 2013 2015.
PHASE 2 CAPITAL RECOMMENDATIONS (2016 - 2020)
Phase 2 focuses on supporting the amenities added in Phase 1 by
improving accessibility within the park and also recommends
additional recreation amenities, including:







Additional parking north of JBMAC with new road
connection;
A drop-off loop;
A trail connection between JBMAC and the north parking
lot;
A new skate park (construction may occur sooner if funding
can be allocated);
A new playground, and;
Field Improvements.

See p.20 for the Phase 2 Capital Recommendations. These upgrades
are anticipated to occur between 2016-2020, as funding can be
allocated.
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PHASE 3 CAPITAL RECOMMENDATIONS (2020+)
Phase 3 focuses on completing proposed upgrades to Memorial
Park. While important, these improvements were not among the
top priorities identified by participants during the planning process.
Recommendations include:





Creating a new permanent stage;
Upgrading the slope adjacent to JBMAC;
Creating a trail connection and crosswalk to link JBMAC
entrance and the field, and;
Developing Memorial Grove.

See p.26 for the Phase 3 Capital Recommendations. These upgrades
are anticipated to occur beyond 2020, as funding can be allocated,
but could be completed sooner if opportunities arise.
Opportunities to secure alternative sources of funding such as
grants, donations and other sources, will be critical to completing
the Phases 2 and 3 Capital Recommendations.
Table 2 (p.13), Table 3 (p.14) and Table 4 (p.15) provide budget
estimates for the Capital Recommendations.

2. Operational Recommendations (OR): These recommendations
focus on ideas for planning initiatives, program development and
management strategies for the park. Recommendations include:






General Guidelines;
Park Security & Safety;
Recreational Programming;
Funding Strategies, and;
Operations & Maintenance.

See p.29 for the Operational Recommendations.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Memorial Park is a community park within the District of West Kelowna
(DWK). Formerly Westbank Community Park, the park was re-named in
2012 to avoid confusion with Westbank Town Centre Community Park.
The name Memorial Park was chosen due to the park’s proximity to
Johnson Bentley Memorial Aquatic Centre (JBMAC), named to
commemorate families from the West Kelowna community. The new
park name also addresses the emerging need to recognize members of
the community and focuses that intention in one dedicated location.
Stage and field at Memorial Park

Westside skatepark

Westside skate park and the open grass field are the primary recreation
amenities at Memorial Park. In addition to casual field activities,
Memorial Park is the location of Music in the Park and Westside Daze.
Music in the Park is a series of free concerts that take place at the park
on Friday nights from July through August. Westside Daze is an annual
summer event held at Memorial Park on the Canada Day long weekend.
The open space supports these events and other potential events in the
future. Events at Memorial Park make use of the curved slope in the
northwest corner of the field which creates natural amphitheatre
seating overlooking a small stage at the foot of the slope. Okanagan
Lake and the mountains beyond provide a scenic backdrop to the
performance area.

1.1

Purpose of the Park Plan

A Park Plan is a strategic, living document that will aid DWK in
determining capital and operational priorities for the park by providing
recommendations identified through a detailed planning process. The
recommendations in this plan will be considered within DWK’s broader
community and budget planning, and are subject to consideration and
approval by Council.

Slope around Memorial Park field

A key component of the park planning process was community
consultation with park users and District staff, to help identify issues,
opportunities and ideas for Memorial Park.
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1.2

The Study Process

The Memorial Park Plan was conducted in four phases, beginning in
February 2013 and concluding in May 2013.
Phase 1: Inventory & Analysis
The first phase reviewed and analyzed existing conditions.
included:

Steps

 A start-up meeting with DWK Staff to clarify project objectives and refine
the plan process;
 An inventory of existing park features;
 Assembly and review of background documents and mapping data;
 Mapping of existing conditions and opportunities and constraints; and
 Development and dissemination of a park plan survey to collect preliminary
feedback and ideas from the public to inform park concepts and priorities.
The survey received 183 responses.

Phase 2: Conceptual Design & Public Review
The second phase focused on the development of a conceptual park
plan for presentation to the community. Steps included:
 Review of the park plan survey results;
 Development of a draft park concept to outline potential park
improvements;
 Consultations with DWK staff to refine conceptual design;
 Design of a public input survey to facilitate feedback on the concepts; and
 Display the conceptual design and collection of public feedback at a District
Open House, attended by 104 members of the community.

Phase 3: Draft Park Plan & Review
The third phase involved working with DWK Staff to synthesize the
information and comments gathered from public input at the District
Open House and from the 63 Open House Response Forms submitted.
Using this information, a summary of short-term recommendations and
a draft plan were developed. Steps included:





Review of public input to formulate a revised concept plan;
Development of short-term recommendations for Council review;
Summary of all recommendations into a draft report;
Assignment of preliminary (Class D) budget estimates for recommended
capital projects; and
 DWK internal review of the draft plan.

Phase 4: Finalizing the Plan
The fourth phase involved revising the Draft Plan and finalizing the
report for final presentation. Steps included:
 Preparation of a final plan for Council review;
 Finalization of the plan based on Council input; and
 Transfer of all documents to DWK staff.
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2.0 PARK CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.1

Context

Memorial Park is an approximately 3.4-hectare park located in the
Westbank Centre community. Comprised of two properties, the
northwest corner of the site is former WID land and is currently zoned
Institutional. The remainder of the site is zoned as Park/Natural area.
Situated behind JBMAC with steep slopes surrounding the field space,
visibility and accessibility are design challenges for the park. The park is
surrounded on all sides by undeveloped Westbank First Nation lands.
Slope around Memorial Park field

The remote location, lack of lighting and limited passive surveillance
contribute to concerns about safety and security at Memorial Park.
However, noise impacts to neighbouring residential are also minimized
due to the park’s location. Westbank Centre and Gellatly Bay are within
walking distance and with improved pedestrian linkages, could be
conveniently accessible from Memorial Park.

Figure 2: Memorial Park within West Kelowna
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2.2

Existing Conditions & Park Use

About half of Memorial Park consists of flat, open field space which is
used as a multi-purpose space. The Parks and Recreation Master Plan
identifies the need to increase multi-use field capacity over the next
decade to meet the recreation needs of the growing community. While
Memorial Park field is not currently used for organized sports, or
identified as a priority location for field use, as the population continues
to grow in West Kelowna, this open field space will be a valuable
commodity.

Existing stage and field

Slopes and rolling topography comprise the other portion of Memorial
Park. The northwest slope around the field is currently used for
informal amphitheatre seating for community events, such as Music in
the Park. There are no current plans identified for the former WID land
and because the area is land-locked and lacking street frontage,
development in that area is limited.
Both the skate park located to the north of JBMAC and the stage located
at the base of the northwest slope of the field are important park
amenities in need of renewal or replacement due to their age and
concerns about safety and deterioration.
Figure 3 (below) illustrates the existing park features and their
relationships on the site; Table 1 (next page) provides additional details
on each of the features.

Figure 3: Existing Park Features
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Table 1: Existing Park Features
Feature

Image

Description

Key Strengths

Key Issues

 Approximately
1000 sq.m in size.
 Concrete jumps
and equipment.

 Unique
recreation
feature in West
Kelowna.
 Active recreation
opportunity for
youth.
 Public input
demonstrates a
desire to retain
this amenity at
Memorial Park.

 In poor
condition;
deterioration in
concrete
features.
 Vandalism and
illicit activities
due to lack of
lighting and
passive
surveillance.
 Safety concerns.

 Large slope
facing the field.
 Currently used
for informal
seating.

 Well used for
community
events.
 Provides great
views over
Okanagan Lake.

 Access challenge
for people with
limited mobility.
 Drainage
concerns.
 Maintenance
challenges.

 Small wood stage
used for
community
events.
 Approximately 50
sq.m in size.
 Situated at the
toe of the
northwest slope.

 Well used for
community
events.
 Location does
not impact
current field use.

 Too small for
hosting large
events.
 Sound and
lighting is
insufficient.
 In poor
condition.

 Gravel parking at
the south end of
the park.
 Gated access for
maintenance
vehicles to drive
onto the field.

 Opportunities
exist to formalize
and expand
parking.

 Parking at JBMAC
fills up quickly.
 Insufficient
parking space to
meet high
volumes during
community
events.
 Storm water
drainage.
 Access to field.

Westside
Skate park

Northwest
Slope

Stage

Parking
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Feature

Image

Description

Key Strengths

Key Issues

 Central portion
of the park.
 Large, flat, open
field space.

 Provides flat,
open space for
recreation;
these spaces
are limited in
West Kelowna.
 Ideal for multipurpose use.

 Drainage issues
can result in
standing water
on the field.
 Not tied to
stormwater
system due to
location.
Requires on-site
drainage
solutions.

 Large slope
between JBMAC
and the field.

 Public input
suggests
naturalized
vegetation is
desirable for
the slope.
 Opportunities
to provide a
trail and stair
connection
between
JBMAC and the
field.

 Access challenge
for people with
limited mobility.
 Low aesthetic
quality.
 Maintenance
challenges.

 Numerous
coniferous trees,
natural grasses
and scrub.
 A number of
informal paths
created by
people walking
through the
park.
 Rolling
topography.

 Mature trees
and natural
grasses could
provide a range
of active and
passive
recreation
opportunities
suited to the
terrain.
 Paths bring
users to the
park.

 Some trees
obscure
sightlines to the
park.
 Informal paths
could be better
integrated to
support active
park use.
 Limited
opportunities for
rest and
enjoyment.
 Illicit uses
including
unsanctioned
camping.

Field

West slope
between
JBMAC &
Field

Undeveloped
Parkland
(Forms part
of the
Westbank
Irrigation
District
property)
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2.3

Park Use & Programming

Currently the majority of activities at Memorial Park are informal – with
a range of users and age groups visiting the park. Westside Daze and
Music in the Park are popular, more formalized community events that
take place at the park in the summer. The skate park is used
infrequently due to deterioration and outdated features.
A few key opportunities and challenges were identified during the
planning process:
Existing vegetation and topography

 The existing trees and natural grasses on the north half of the site, in
combination with the rolling topography, could provide active and passive
recreation opportunities suited to the terrain.
 Provision of active recreation amenities that challenge and appeal to a
variety of age groups are desirable.
 Illegal or illicit uses by some park users can be intimidating and reduces use
of the park by others.
 Remote location, lack of lighting and limited passive surveillance contribute
to concerns about safety and security.

Current skate park

 Vandalism of existing and proposed park features is a concern.

3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 Concept Development Process
Consultation with the community was undertaken during the
development of the Memorial Park Plan to:
 Gather data and input about current activities and conditions;
 Gauge opportunities and constraints;
 Enable community review of conceptual directions; and
 Provide opportunity for input.

Refer to Appendix E: Open House Comments for additional information
about the concept development process.

3.2 Park Vision & Objectives
Improvements to Memorial Park should support West Kelowna’s
Strategic Vision and should align with the goals proposed for parks and
recreation in the Parks & Recreation Master Plan and the District of
West Kelowna Official Community Plan.
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3.2.1 Memorial Park Objectives
The following objectives support DWK’s Strategic Vision while providing
specific consideration and direction for Memorial Park’s planning and
development. These objectives are based on community input gathered
during park plan development.
1. Active Recreation: Engage the community by bringing people
together to interact and play. Create a space that promotes active
recreation for a range of users, especially youth.
2. Destination: Develop Memorial Park as a community recreation hub
that provides multiple complimentary recreation opportunities.
3. Security: Provide park features that support an active and safe park
space for park users.
4. Memorial and Commemoration: Provide a space to recognize,
celebrate and commemorate members of the community.

3.2.2 Proposed Plan
The proposed park plan integrates a number of upgrades to Memorial
Park, including:
 Upgraded tiered seating, incorporating stairs for improved accessibility;
 A new bike skills park using natural topography and vegetation;
 An expanded and upgraded skate park;
 Expanded parking and a drop-off loop for improved access;
 A new playground;
 A new stage with upgraded electrical for lighting and sound;
 Upgraded slope between JBMAC and the field including a pedestrian
connection; and
 Development of Memorial Grove, a space for commemoration, with
walking trails and benches.

Figure 4: Memorial Park Plan (next page) shows a plan of the proposed
recommendations.
Figure 5: Proposed Phasing Plan (p.10) provides recommendations for
phasing the capital recommendations.
Sections 3.6 – 3.8 (p.15) provide details about the recommendations.
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Recommendations
Phase 1:

Westbank First Nation

CR#3: Bike
Skills Park

CR#13: Memorial
Grove

CR#5: New Parking
(North Lot)

(not shown on plan)

Parking Lot & JBMAC Entry

• Accessible pathway

CR#2 Tiered Seating

CR#9 New Playground

• Grass with Retaining Walls
• Stairs
• Pedestrian lighting

•
•
•
•

CR#3 Bike Skills Park

• Use natural topography and vegetation
• Components to be selected in consultation
with user groups

CR#7: New
Skate Park
Old Okanagan Highway

CR#1 Permitting & Site Analysis

CR#8 New Connection between North

Adjacent to JBMAC entry
Equipment for ages 2-5 and 5-12
Natural play features
Benches and picnic tables

CR#10 Field Improvements

• Improve field drainage
• Install new goal posts

CR#4 Expanded Parking (South Lot)
CR#12: New
Connection between
North Parking &
JBMAC
Possible
Future JBMAC
Expansion Area

CR#2: Tiered Seating
CR#11: New Stage
CR#6: Drop-off
Loop

Johnson Bentley
Memorial
Aquatic Centre
(JBMAC)

CR#12: New
Connection between
JBMAC & Field

CR#9: New
Playground
existing

CR#10: Field
Improvements

• +/- 50 stalls
• Trail connection around field perimeter

Phase 3:

Phase 2:
CR#5 Extended Road & New Parking (North

• Upgraded power supply (not shown on plan)
• Wood and/ or concrete stage with possible
roof and backdrop structures

Lot)

CR#12 New Connection between JBMAC

• Access road extended to connect to north
parking lot
• +/- 45 stalls
• Temporary parking (+/- 20 stalls) - removed if
JBMAC is expanded in future

& Field

CR#6 Drop-off Loop

•
•
•
•
•

• New road and drop-off loop adjacent to tiered
seating
• Incorporates entry plaza and lighting

entry ro

ad

CR#7 New Skate Park

Westbank First Nation

CR#4: Expanded Parking
(South Lot)
NORTH

0

5

10

20m

• Moved north of current location
• Expanded and upgraded - components to be
selected in consultation with user groups
• Lighting

CR#11 New Stage

• Path, crosswalk and stairs to field
• Signage
• Naturalized slope with native plantings
CR#13 Memorial Grove

Maintain natural vegetation
Opportunities for memorial tree plantings
Accessible walking trails
Site furniture with commemorative plaques
Potential new location for cenotaph

Memorial Park
Plan

Figure 5: Proposed Phasing Plan
Westbank First Nation
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Skills Park

Proposed Features
CR#13: Memorial
Grove

Phase 1:
CR#1 Permitting & Site Analysis

(not shown on plan)
CR#2 Tiered Seating
CR#3 Bike Skills Park

CR#5 New Parking
(North Lot)

CR#4 Expanded Parking (South Lot)

Old Okanagan Highway

CR#7: New
Skate Park

Phase 2:
CR#12: New
Connection between
North Parking &
JBMAC

CR#5 Extended Road & New Parking (North Lot)

CR#2: Tiered
Seating

CR#6 Drop-off Loop
CR#7 New Skate Park

CR#11: New Stage

CR#8 New Connection between North Parking
CR#6: Drop-off
Loop

Johnson Bentley
Memorial
Aquatic Centre
(JBMAC)

CR#9 New Playground
CR#10 Field Improvements

CR#12: New
Connection between
JBMAC & Field

Phase 3:

CR#9: New
Playground

existing

Lot & JBMAC Entry

CR#10: Field
Improvements

CR#11 New Stage
CR#12 New Connection between JBMAC & Field

entry ro

ad

Westbank First Nation

CR#13 Memorial Grove

CR#5: Expanded Parking
(South Lot)
NORTH

0

5
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3.3

Budget Planning & Development

The outcome of this plan is a set of recommendations that support the
implementation of the ideas, values and priorities generated through
the planning process. These recommendations are provided for Council
to consider within the context of annual community planning and
budget considerations. Two types of recommendations are included:
1. Capital Recommendations: Ideas that will require capital
investment by the District, through municipal funding or other
funding strategies, to improve Memorial Park. Capital
recommendations are organized into three phases:
o Phase 1 Capital Recommendations – 2013 to 2015
o Phase 2 Capital Recommendations – 2016 to 2020
o Phase 3 Capital Recommendations – 2021 & Beyond

2. Operational Recommendations: Ideas for planning initiatives,
program development and management strategies for the park.

3.4

Implementation of the Plan

Improvements outlined in this plan will occur over time and will be
balanced with other District priorities. Implementation will require a
mix of funding from DWK’s Capital Budget and other contributions, such
as grants, partnerships and other funding strategies discussed in the
DWK Parks & Recreation Master Plan (Section 6.5: Funding Strategies).
Implementation of some recommendations may be contingent on
securing valid partnerships or alternative sources of funding and would
be completed only when funding has been secured.
Parks projects can also be implemented through development-related
sources or as part of the development approval process. These funding
sources are affected by the rate, location and type of development
undertaken in the community. For this reason, an adaptive approach to
completing parks projects is required.

3.5

Implementation Summary Tables

The following implementation summary tables provide an overview of
the phased recommended capital projects. Estimates are Class D and
derived from typical unit cost calculations for anticipated components
of each recommendation. Estimates were developed using a standard
unit cost formula, at 2013 rates, to estimate capital requirements. Unit
costs and quantities are assumptions based on historical cost data and
are provided for long-range planning purposes only.
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Table 2: Implementation Summary Table for Phase 1 Capital Recommendations
PHASED CAPITAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Approach Mountain Bikers of the Central
Okanagan and community volunteers to
participate in design and construction.
(4) Light Standards.
Complete construction.
CR#4

Expanded Parking (South Lot)
Develop parking lot design, including
drainage/infiltration infrastructure design.
Develop drainage/infiltration infrastructure to
support parking lot development.
Upgrade parking lot at the south side of the
site.
Provide new trail connection between the south
parking lot and stage area.
TOTAL
Phase 1 Capital Recommendations



Other Sources*

P3s/Partnerships



DWK Infrastructure
Upgrades

Snr. Gov’t Funding

Ref. # Recommendation
PHASE 1 CAPITAL RECOMMENDATIONS
CR#1
Permitting & Site Analysis
Complete a topographic survey of the park.
Complete a geotechnical study of the park.
Complete a sensitive ecosystems study of the
park.
Complete DP applications.
CR#2
Tiered Seating
Complete detailed design for tiered seating,
ramp, stairs, lighting and engineering.
Construct tiered seating area.
CR#3
New Bike Skills Park
Complete a risk assessment.

Class D
Estimate Capital
Budget

DCCs

Potential Alternative Sources of
Funding

$6,000
$12,000
$10,000
Staff Time
$34,000
$305,000
$3,000
Staff Time

$32,000
$32,000





























$15,000
TBD
$103,000
$35,000
$587,000

*Other sources could include grants, donations, fundraising, decommissioning funds, amenity contributions or other sources.
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Table 3: Implementation Summary Table for Phase 2 Capital Recommendations
PHASED CAPITAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Other Sources*

DWK Infrastructure
Upgrades

P3s/Partnerships

Ref. # Recommendation
PHASE 2 CAPITAL RECOMMENDATIONS
CR#5
Extended Road and New Parking (North Lot)
Develop parking lot design, including
$15,000
drainage/infiltration infrastructure design (in
conjunction with CR#7 – Drop-off Loop).
Develop a road connection to the existing
$46,000
access road.
Develop parking lot at the north side of the site
$171,000
(includes gravel temporary parking lot).
CR#6
Drop-off Loop
Develop a road connection and drop-off loop
$212,000
connecting to the existing access road.
CR#7
New Skate Park
Consult with community youth and user groups
$40,000
to design the skate park.
Pursue fundraising, grants and other means of
Staff Time
securing funds for skate park development.
(2) Light standards.
$16,000
Complete construction.
$390,000
CR#8
New Connection between Upper Parking Lot & JBMAC Entry
Develop pathway connection (includes asphalt
$17,000
path and marked pedestrian lane adjacent to
road).
CR#9
New Playground
Design and construct an expanded playground
$100,000
area with fencing, fibar surfacing, and concrete
edging with equipment for ages 2-5 and 5-12.
CR#10 Field Improvements
Install new goal posts
$5,000
Complete minor field improvements.
$21,000
TOTAL
$1,033,000
Phase 2 Capital Recommendations

Snr. Gov’t Funding

Class D
Estimate Capital
Budget

DCCs

Potential Alternative Sources of
Funding









 



































*Other sources could include grants, donations, fundraising, decommissioning funds, amenity contributions or other sources.
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Table 4: Implementation Summary Table for Phase 3 Capital Recommendations
PHASED CAPITAL RECOMMENDATIONS











Complete detailed design for stage.

$50,000







Design and install upgraded power and lighting
to the stage.
Construct new stage.

$10,000



$200,000



New Connection Between JBMAC and Field
Develop the naturalized slope (includes detailed
design for concrete stairs).
Develop the connection between JBMAC and
the field in conjunction with the slope
development (includes signage, pathway and
crosswalk to stairs).
Memorial Grove
Complete a detailed design for Memorial Grove.
Coordinate with the Legion about Cenotaph
relocation.
Pursue fundraising, grants, sponsors and other
means of securing funds for Memorial Grove
development.
Develop Memorial Grove.
TOTAL
Phase 3 Capital Recommendations





Other Sources*

DWK Infrastructure
Upgrades



Staff Time

Approach local artists and community
volunteers to participate in design.

CR#13

P3s/Partnerships

$6,000

Remove the existing stage.

CR#12

Snr. Gov’t Funding

Ref. # Recommendation
PHASE 3 CAPITAL RECOMMENDATIONS
CR#11 New Stage

Class D
Estimate Capital
Budget

DCCs

Potential Alternative Sources of
Funding



$157,000
$8,000




$55,000





Staff Time













Staff Time

$262,000





$748,000

*Other sources could include grants, donations, fundraising, decommissioning funds, amenity contributions or other sources.
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3.6 Capital Recommendations (CR) – Phase 1 (2013 – 2015)
Four Phase 1 Capital Recommendations are provided for consideration.

Recommendation 1: Permitting and Site Analysis

CR#1

Complete preliminary site analysis and Development Permit
applications.
Rationale
Proposed improvements to Memorial Park include structural elements and
site alteration on and near areas of the park that are included in Hillside and
Aquatic Ecosystem Development Permit Areas. Improvements to Memorial
Park will need to address the objectives and guidelines of DWK’s Official
Community Plan as they relate to DPA 4 – Hillside and DPA 5 – Aquatic
Ecosystem.
Prior to detailed design, the plan recommends completing the following park
studies:
 A topographical site survey for the entire Memorial Park. This survey will
provide overall site context for detailed design decisions and reduce the
cost and time of completing specific area surveys over the course of park
development.
 A geotechnical investigation of the site to understand:
o The sub-surface composition of slopes to inform design of the Tiered
Seating (CR#3);
o Infiltration capacity in relation to storm drainage from the parking
lot areas (CR#5 & CR#6);
o The sub-surface composition of the field to inform field
improvements, including drainage (CR#11).

The purpose of the Hillside
Development Permit Area is to
ensure that development on
hillsides does not adversely
affect the natural environment
or the character and beauty of
West Kelowna. Hillside
development should utilize
stormwater, erosion, and
groundwater management
techniques specifically designed
to address the complexities
of steeply sloped sites in the
context of hazardous conditions
and protection of the natural
environment (excerpt from
OCP).
The purpose of the Aquatic
Ecosystem Development Permit
Area is to address flood issues,
to control erosion, and to
protect the environmental and
habitat value of watercourses
and their adjacent riparian
areas (excerpt from OCP).

 An analysis of sensitive ecosystems in relation to proposed park
improvements to identify any areas requiring conservation and potential
mitigation/compensation as outlined in the aquatic and terrestrial
development permit requirements.

Objectives
 Complete necessary assessments and Development Approvals to
achieve the proposed improvements at Memorial Park.

Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Complete a topographic survey of the park.

2014

Dev. Services

$6,000

 Complete a geotechnical study of the park.

2014

Dev. Services

$12,000

 Complete a sensitive ecosystems study of the park.

2014

Dev. Services

$10,000

 Complete DP applications.

2014

Dev. Services

Staff Time
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Recommendation 2: Tiered Seating
Use the existing northwest slope to create event seating in a natural
amphitheatre.
Rationale
Currently, the slope facing the stage at Memorial Park is used for informal
seating during community events. Although the slope provides an ideal
vantage point for viewing the stage, it is difficult for individuals with limited
mobility to traverse and does not enable seating alternatives (e.g. personal
chairs).

CR#2
Tiered seating was identified
by survey respondents as the
highest priority for Memorial
Park.
Survey participants were
evenly divided on whether
grass tiers with grass slopes or
grass tiers with concrete
retaining walls would be most
appropriate.

Two options were investigated for creating grass tiers on the site):
 Grass tiers with grass slopes between; and
 Grass tiers with concrete retaining walls.
Considering both cost and maintenance requirements, the plan recommends
developing grass tiers with concrete retaining walls. While the short-term
costs of installing retaining walls are higher, lower long-term maintenance
costs balance this expense and retaining walls maximize seating area,
requiring less overall area and grading than grass slopes. The retaining walls
provide the potential to display commemorative plaques and could be used
to encourage sponsorship by displaying sponsor names.

Existing slope.

Upgrading the slope provides the opportunity to address drainage issues
which currently impact both the slope and field below.
The plan recommends the following features be included in the design of
tiered seating:
 Concrete retaining walls (maximum wall height 60cm);
 Stairs;
 Pedestrian lighting;
 Drainage;
 Irrigation; and
 Shade trees.

Cross-section of proposed tiered seating.

Objectives
 Improve accessibility.
 Expand seating space and options.
16
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Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Complete detailed design for tiered seating, ramp, stairs,
drainage, lighting and engineering.

2014

Dev. Services

$34,000

 Construct tiered seating area.

2015

Dev. Services

$305,000
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Recommendation 3: New Bike Skills Park

CR#3

Create a bike skills park in consultation with user groups.
Rationale
The proposed bike skills park at Memorial Park would provide a unique
recreation destination in West Kelowna and encourage greater use of the
park. A bike skills park is a destination for a range of age groups and
compliments the existing skate park. The proposed location is visible from
surrounding roads and the RCMP building north of Dobbin Road, but is not
directly adjacent to existing land uses that would be negatively impacted by
this use. Public input suggested that a bike skills park at Memorial Park is a
high priority project.

Positive and enthusiastic
support for the bike skills park
was expressed at the open
house as well as in the survey.
Members from the Mountain
Bikers of the Central Okanagan
have indicated interest in
helping to design and construct
the bike skills park.
Prior to detailed design, a
comprehensive risk assessment
is recommended.

It is recommended that a bike skills park be developed north of the existing
skate park to take advantage of the natural terrain. This area is the former
Westbank Irrigation District land which is now owned by DWK. Based on a
cursory review of DWK plans, there are no future development plans for the
site. Because the area is land-locked, it is not ideal for other uses that would
require direct access, though if the district chose to develop the site in the
future, the bike skills park could be deconstructed relatively easily.
The park should be designed to meet International Mountain Biking
Association Standards and in consultation with those intending to use the
park. The existing terrain will require low alteration, including localized
grading and the potential to solicit volunteers for construction of the park
makes the bike skills park a low-cost project that could be completed in a
short timeframe.

Area proposed for the bike
skills park

Objectives
 Create an active park destination.
 Support youth recreation.

Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Complete a risk assessment.

2013

Dev. Services

 Approach MTBCO and community volunteers to
participate in design and construction.

2013

Dev. Services
Administration

 (4) Light standards.

2014

Dev. Services

$32,000

 Complete construction with consideration towards natural
topography and vegetation.

2014

Dev. Services

*$32,000

* Note: Estimate is for machine grading work and supply of materials. It is assumed that
volunteer labour could be obtained for design development and construction. Estimate
would vary depending on complexity of design.
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Recommendation 4: Expanded Parking (South Lot)
Formalize and expand parking for Memorial Park.

CR#4
Survey respondents supported
the expansion of parking at
Memorial Park.

Rationale
Existing parking for Memorial Park is a gravel lot at the south side of the site.
Parking at Memorial Park is insufficient to meet high volumes during
community events. To increase parking capacity, it is recommended that the
existing parking be formalized and expanded. In conjunction with the lower
parking lot, the plan recommends developing a trail connection at the
perimeter of the field to provide improved access from the south parking lot
to the stage and spectator area.
The south parking lot design will require site drainage considerations.
Currently, the area is not connected to DWK’s storm system and site grades
put the south parking lot at a low-point in relation to the existing storm
system, which means a storm system connection would require pumping. It
is recommended that on-site infiltration of stormwater be considered during
the parking lot design, including:
 Understanding of infiltration capacity (to be investigated as a component
of the site geotechnical investigation – see CR#1);
 Calculation of design flow and drainage area;
 Overflow considerations during major storm events (i.e. 1 in 100 year
storm); and
 Management of existing erosion from the JBMAC parking lot drainage.

Existing parking lot

Objectives
 Increase and formalize parking capacity.

Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Develop parking lot design, including
drainage/infiltration infrastructure design.

2015

Dev. Services
Eng.

$15,000

 Develop drainage/infiltration infrastructure to support
parking lot development.

2015

Dev. Services
Eng. & Ops.

TBD*

 Upgrade parking lot at the south side of the site.

2015

Dev. Services
Eng. & Ops.
Dev. Services
Eng. & Ops.

$103,000

2015
 Provide new trail connection between the south
parking lot and stage area.
* Note: Costs for infiltration/drainage infrastructure can vary widely based on
sub-surface conditions, infiltration capacity, design flow calculations and
overflow requirements. Accurate costing should be determined during design.

$35,000
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3.7 Capital Recommendations (CR) – Phase 2 (2016 – 2020)
Six Phase 2 Capital Recommendations are provided for consideration.

Recommendation 5: Extended Road and New Parking (North Lot)

CR#5

Improve access to Memorial Park.
Rationale
The plan recommends extending the current access road and developing
additional formalized parking north of JBMAC. This parking will provide access
to the tiered seating, skate park, bike skills park and proposed Memorial
Grove. The plan recommends providing both a permanent asphalt lot and a
temporary gravel lot (which would be removed if JBMAC is expanded in the
future). Opportunities to gather and treat runoff from the paved surfaces
should be a component of the parking lot design.

Current access road proposed
to be extended for drop-off
loop.

It is recommended that design development of the parking lot be in
conjunction with CR#7 – Drop-off Loop.

Objectives
 Increase parking capacity.

Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Develop parking lot design, including drainage/infiltration
infrastructure design (in conjunction with CR#7 – Drop-off
Loop).

2016

Dev. Services
Eng.

$15,000

 Develop a road connection to the existing access road.

2016

$46,000

 Develop parking lot at the north side of the site (includes
gravel temporary parking lot).

2016

Dev. Services
Eng. & Ops.
Dev. Services
Eng. & Ops.
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Recommendation 6: Drop-off Loop

CR#6

Improve access to Memorial Park.

Public input suggested that
improved access to and
within the park is desirable.

Rationale
The creation of a new drop-off loop adjacent to the proposed tiered seating
area has potential to improve access and circulation for those visiting
Memorial Park. A formal entrance will draw people into the park and improve
site safety by increasing the visual connection from Old Okanagan Highway
into the park. It is recommended that a new entry space be created in
conjunction with the drop-off loop that celebrates and reflects the character
of Memorial Park and incorporates the following features:
 Decorative paving with features like unit pavers, scored concrete and/or
integrated custom park signs;

Approximate location
proposed for drop-off loop.

 Manicured plantings with consideration for drought-tolerant and adaptive
plant materials (e.g. xeriscape);
 Bench and/or picnic seating;
 Shade trees; and
 Lighting.

Objectives
 Provide improved access to park features.
 Increase use Memorial Park and passive surveillance.

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Develop a road connection and drop-off loop connecting
to the existing access road.

2017

Dev. Services
Eng. & Ops.

Class D
Capital
Estimate
$212,000
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Recommendation 7:

New Skate Park

CR#7

Expand and upgrade the existing skate park.
Rationale
The existing skate park is a key recreation element at Memorial Park;
however, it has deteriorated to the point where users identify it as
undesirable to use. Public input suggests that it is preferable to keep the
skate park at Memorial Park rather than moving it elsewhere in West
Kelowna, and the plan recommends building a new expanded skate park
directly north of the current location. Because of the topography, this area
lends itself to a variety of skate park features.
It is suggested that a range of ages and interests be considered, providing
more challenging elements for older and more experienced participants, and
reduced challenges for less experienced and younger children. Features such
as a bowl would work well in the new proposed skate park location and they
are desirable from a risk aspect as features built into the ground are
considered lower risk than those built up. The plan recommends completing
the detailed design of the skate park in consultation with user groups in
order to best meet their needs.

86.5% of survey respondents
supported the creation of an
expanded and upgraded skate
park.
During the development of the
Parks and Recreation Master
Plan, public indicated a
shortage of youth recreation
opportunities in West Kelowna.

Existing Westside Skate park

Objectives
 Create an active park recreation destination.
 Support youth recreation.

Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Consult with community youth and user groups to design
the skate park.

2017

Dev. Services
Eng. & Ops.

$40,000

 Pursue fundraising, grants and other means of securing
funds for skate park development.

2017

Dev. Services
Finance

Staff Time

 (2) Light standards.

2017

Dev. Services

$16,000

 Complete construction (includes lighting).

2018

Dev. Services

$390,000
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Recommendation 8: New Connection between North Parking Lot & JBMAC Entry
Develop a trail connection between the proposed parking area to the
north of JBMAC and the front entry of JBMAC.
Rationale

CR#8

A common issue identified
for Memorial Park was
limited accessibility.

A common issue identified during this process was the lack of access to and
throughout the site, especially those areas on the north side of JBMAC. People
with mobility issues in particular have difficulty traversing the site due to the
challenging topography. Public input suggested formalizing trails through the
park would be desirable.
It is recommended that a connection be created between the proposed north
parking area and the front entry to JBMAC on the south side of the building.

Proposed path location

Objectives
 Provide improved access to park features.

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Develop pathway connection (includes asphalt path and
marked pedestrian lane adjacent to road).

2019

Dev. Services

Class D
Capital
Estimate
$17,000
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Recommendation 9: New Playground

CR#9

Continue to enhance community play opportunities at Memorial
Park.
Rationale
Public input suggested a desire to have a playground at Memorial Park. The
playground could provide a recreation amenity for children waiting before
and after programs at JBMAC, along with a destination for the surrounding
community. Public feedback supported situating the playground south of
JBMAC, close to the building entry. This location is a high activity area which
will provide eyes on the playground for safety. The playground’s proximity to
the JBMAC entry also provides the potential to connect playground use with
indoor programs. The proposed playground location allows the field space to
be preserved for more appropriate field activities while also reducing
potential noise conflicts between the playground and stage use.
The plan recommends that the playground include the following features:

The Parks & Recreation Master
Plan (CR#5: Playgrounds)
provides community-wide
recommendations for
playgrounds.

Potential playground location
adjacent to JBMAC

 Equipment for ages 2-5 and 5-12
 Natural play features such as logs, rocks and vegetation
 Fibar surfacing
 Benches and picnic tables
 Fencing to separate the play area from adjacent vehicular area

Objectives
 Support the vision of Memorial Park as a multi-use recreation
environment.
 Increase play opportunities for the community.
 Support interaction between all ages.

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Design and construct an expanded playground area with
fencing, fibar surfacing and concrete edging with
equipment for ages 2-5 and 5-12.

2020

Dev. Services
Operations
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Recommendation 10: Field Improvements

CR#10

Improve field drainage
Rationale
Standing water on the field at Memorial Park has been identified as an issue.
Due to the field’s location and the site topography, water drains from the
slopes north and east of the field and collects on the flat surface.

Flat spaces are a limited asset
in West Kelowna and provide
multiple programming
opportunities.

While the field is not currently used for organized sport due to low
participation rates, as the community continues to grow, the field will be
valuable for organized sports such as youth soccer in addition to casual field
activities and community events.
The plan recommends short-term upgrades to field drainage with localized
drainage improvements. As part of the initial site analysis (CR#1), a hydrogeotechnical study is recommended. This will help determine the best kind
and most effective location for the field drainage measures.

Memorial Park field

Objectives
 Support active community recreation.

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Install new goal posts.

2020

 Complete minor field improvements.

2020

Dev. Services
Operations
Dev. Services
Operations

Class D
Capital
Estimate
$5,000
$21,000
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3.8 Capital Recommendations (CR) – Phase 3 (2020 & Beyond)
Three Phase 3 Capital Recommendations are provided for consideration.

Recommendation 11: New Stage

CR#11

Develop a permanent stage.
Rationale
Public input suggests that a new, larger stage (100 – 150 sq.m in size) would
be desirable and it is recommended that the District consider developing a
new structure in the long-term as funds become available.

87.3% of survey respondents
suggested they would support
upgrades and expansion of
the stage.

As events at Memorial Park gain popularity and attendance, a larger structure
may be appropriate, especially as the existing stage continues to age. In the
long-term, this idea should be revisited to determine community support. A
new stage could provide the opportunity for a local artist and/or community
member participation in the design.
The main concern identified for a new stage is vandalism. Yet, when local
participation is used, it can help reduce acts of vandalism due to a sense of
community pride and ownership. As the park develops and more people are
visiting the park on a regular basis, rates of vandalism will also be diminished.
The following features are recommended for the permanent structure:

Existing stage at Memorial
Park

 Roof structure
 Backdrop
 Side panels
 Access ramp
 Use of quality materials and detailing
Example of permanent stage

 Upgraded power and lighting

Objectives
 Continue to accommodate community events at Memorial Park.

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t



Remove the existing stage.

Beyond
2020



Approach local artists and community volunteers to participate
in design.

Beyond
2020

Dev. Services
Eng. & Ops.
Dev. Services
Admin.



Complete detailed design for stage.



Design and install upgraded power and lighting to the stage



Construct new stage.

Beyond
2020
Beyond
2020
Beyond
2020
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Estimate
$6,000
Staff Time
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$50,000

Eng. & Ops.

$10,000

Dev. Services

$200,000
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Recommendation 12: New Connection between JBMAC & Field
Create a connection between JBMAC and the field and upgrade the
west slope.
Rationale

CR#12
86.5% of survey respondents
supported the development of
improved access to the field.

The steep slope around the field is an access challenge for people with
limited mobility. As part of the improvements to park circulation, a
connection between the JBMAC entry and the field is recommended. The
new connection would also provide safe access to the field for the JBMAC
program participants who would be displaced due to the recommended
playground location. The proposed connection includes:
Existing slope.

 Signage
 An accessible pathway
 A crosswalk
 Concrete stairs
The existing grass slope between JBMAC and the field below provides the
opportunity to improve habitat in the park and reduce maintenance. Public
feedback indicated a strong preference for naturalized vegetation along the
slope as opposed to manicured gardens.

Concrete stairs in a grass slope.

Native vegetation is preferred for the slope as a result of:
 Low cost compared to manicured, non-native gardens
 Drought-tolerance
 Lower maintenance requirements than manicured gardens
 Potential habitat creation
Potential location for a
crosswalk.

Objectives
 Improve connectivity at Memorial Park.
 Create a safe connection between JBMAC and the field.
 Create an attractive and functional park feature.

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

Class D
Capital
Estimate

 Develop the naturalized slope (includes detailed
design for concrete stairs).

Beyond 2020

Dev. Services

$157,000

 Develop the connection between JBMAC and the field
in conjunction with the slope development (includes
signage, pathway and crosswalk to stairs).

Beyond 2020

Dev. Services

$8,000
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Recommendation 13: Memorial Grove

CR#13

Provide commemorative space at Memorial Park.
Rationale
One of the park objectives for Memorial Park is commemoration. The plan
recommends making Memorial Grove a space to celebrate and remember
members of the community. This recommendation addresses requests by
the public for community commemoration and establishes a dedicated
location for memorial features to be situated.
In conjunction with the Gifts and Legacies Program established in 2010,
Memorial Grove could be used as a space for memorial trees and
commemorative plaques on benches, garbage/recycling receptacles and
picnic tables. The grove is envisioned as a quiet reflective space where
members of the community can walk along trails that wind through native
vegetation and past memorial tree plantings, or simply sit on a bench and
reminisce. It is suggested that Memorial Grove be located in the northeast
area of the Park, integrating the natural topography and vegetation with
walking trails and memorial features. This location provides the potential to
separate the grove from other active areas of Memorial Park while still
providing access from the proposed north parking lot and drop-off loop.

87.7% of survey respondents
supported the creation of
Memorial Grove at Memorial
Park.
Maintaining natural vegetation
and trees was indicated as a
high priority for survey
participants.

Cenotaph in current location in
Westbank Centre

The plan recommends that the cenotaph be relocated to Memorial Grove
in order to further define the space as the central community memorial
location. A formal entry to Memorial Grove with manicured planting beds
and the cenotaph is suggested to be located directly adjacent to the dropoff loop.
Memorial Grove could include the following features:
 Opportunities for memorial tree plantings
 Relocation of cenotaph
 Accessible walking trails
 Native vegetation retained where possible
 Benches, gabage/ recycling receptacles and picnic tables with
commemorative plaques

Objectives
 Provide a location for memorial features in West Kelowna.
Class D Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Complete a detailed design for Memorial Grove.

Beyond 2020

Dev. Services

$55,000

 Coordinate with the Legion about Cenotaph
relocation.

Beyond 2020

Dev. Services

Staff Time

 Pursue fundraising, grants, sponsors and other means
of securing funds for Memorial Grove development.

Beyond 2020

Dev. Services
Finance

Staff Time

 Develop Memorial Grove.

Beyond 2020

Dev. Services

$262,000
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3.9 Operational Recommendations (OR)
Five Operational Recommendations provided for consideration.

Recommendation 1: General Guidelines

OR#1

Ensure that improvements to Memorial Park recognize the larger
recreation plan for West Kelowna.
Rationale

According to the OCP, 8.1%
of West Kelowna’s landbase
is currently parks and open
space.

As parks and recreation resources with the District of West Kelowna evolve,
Memorial Park improvements should be guided by the larger recreation plan
for the community.

Objectives
 Take a cohesive approach to recreation assets in West Kelowna.
 Instigate opportunities to integrate Memorial Park into the larger West
Kelowna parks and recreation system.

Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Ensure information about Memorial Park and its
improvements continues to be available to residents.
Undertake yearly reviews of accomplishments and
announce changes and upgrades as they occur.

Ongoing

Dev. Services
Administration

Staff

 Complete improvements and upgrades to occur when they
will be least disruptive to park use.

Ongoing

Dev. Services
Eng. & Ops.

Staff

 Complete a 5-year internal review of this Park Plan to:

2018

Dev. Services

Staff

o Evaluate the accomplishments from the 2013 plan;
o Develop actions to complete outstanding priorities;
and
o Consider new opportunities that have been identified
by the community.
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Recommendation 2: Park Security & Safety

OR#2

Improve park security and safety at Memorial Park.
Rationale
Public input noted that several unauthorized uses occur in the park. Proposed
capital improvements may help to reduce some of these occurrences, in
particular:

A main concern about
Memorial Park is illicit
activities that occur after
hours. Increasing security
presence at the park in the
short-term may help deter
these activities.

o Lighting as a component of park upgrades, including proposed lighting
for the skate park and lighting at the proposed entry drop off loop and
tiered seating;
o A greater variety of recreation amenities to increase activity and ‘eyes
on the park’. Proposed amenities such as the new skate park, bike
skills park and playground will encourage a range of users to the park;
o Relocation of the skate park north of its current location will situate it
within view of the RCMP building.
In addition to capital improvements, increased bylaw officer and police presence
at Memorial Park during the summer months may be helpful.

Objectives
 Encourage safe and considerate public use of Memorial Park.

Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Work with the RCMP to increase police presence in the
area, notably during summer evening hours.

Ongoing

Bylaw & Reg.
Services

Staff

 Increase bylaw officer presence in the park, especially
during the summer months.

Ongoing

Bylaw & Reg.
Services

Staff

 Clearly post park hours of operation and information
about parking, use, etc. at key entry points to the park.

2013

Dev. Services

Staff
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Recommendation 3: Recreation Programming

OR#3

Provide appropriate recreation programs that appeal to the
community.
Rationale
Memorial Park is an important open field space in the community.
Appropriate recreation programs that work with the existing informal park
uses could be considered to support its use as a community recreation
destination; however, the primary use of the park should remain informal with
community event accommodation.

The primary use of Memorial
Park is informal, with several
community events taking
place throughout the
summer.
If required, the field could be
programmed for youth
soccer in the future.

Ideas for potential programming opportunities include:
o Additional music and community events.
o Day camps at the skate park or bike skills park.
o Shakespeare in the Park and other drama programs.
o Triathlon start/finish point.

Objectives
 Prioritize informal recreation as the primary use of Memorial Park.
 Consider opportunities for recreation programs suitable to the park.

Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Seek additional/ new public events to host in the park.

Ongoing

Administration

Staff

 Consider community ideas for desirable new programs
(e.g. soccer camps, play days, summer programs, etc.) that
would fit within Memorial Park.

Ongoing

Administration

Staff
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Recommendation 4: Funding Strategies

OR#4

Secure funding to complete plan recommendations.
Rationale
DWK parks and recreation budgets are shared throughout the community and
recommendations must be prioritized. To this end, improvements to
Memorial Park will require funding from a variety of alternative sources.

Refer to the Parks &
Recreation Master Plan
(Section 6.5: Funding
Strategies) for additional
funding information.

Objectives
 Secure funding to complete park improvements quickly and efficiently.
 Coordinate Memorial Park improvements within the community’s
planning context.

Class D
Capital
Estimate

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Allocate parks and recreation capital funding to priority
projects in Memorial Park.

2013

Dev. Services
Finance

Staff

 Where appropriate, direct portions of development-related
funding from surrounding neighbourhoods to Memorial
Park capital improvements.

Ongoing

Dev. Services
Finance

Staff

 Pursue senior (provincial and federal) government funding
opportunities.

Ongoing

Staff

 Work with stakeholders, user groups and the community to
undertake fundraising and implementation of projects.

Ongoing

Dev. Services
Finance
Administration
Dev. Services
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Recommendation 5: Operations & Maintenance

OR#5

Ensure adequate operations and maintenance funding is available for
Memorial Park.
Rationale
Improvements to Memorial Park will impact budget requirements. As new park
amenities are added, operations and maintenance planning and budgets should
be increased accordingly.
The following are examples of the additional maintenance that will be required
based on the proposed park improvements:

Preventative maintenance
is the most effective way to
avert premature
deterioration of parks and
recreation resources. It
should be ensured that
staff has the capacity to
undertake regular
upgrades and
maintenance, beyond the
‘reactive’ maintenance.

o Stage set-up/take down;
o Grass and weed maintenance, including maintenance of the tiered
seating;
o Tree pruning;
o Irrigation testing and repairs;
o Sweeping/cleaning of hard surfaces (e.g. parking areas, skateboard
park, trails, etc.);
o Increased garbage and recycling collection in relation to increased
use/events in the park.

Objectives
 Maintain Memorial Park to a high standard.
 Ensure premature deterioration of parks and recreation assets does not
occur.

Actions

Timeline

Dep’t

 Review annual maintenance budget requirements when
park and facility improvements are completed.

Ongoing

Dev. Services
Finance
Eng. & Ops.

Class D
Capital
Estimate
Staff
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Welcome
Memorial Park (formerly Westbank Community Park) is a key community
park in the Westbank Centre Neighbourhood. To understand how
West Kelowna residents would like this important recreational space to
improve, we are completing a Memorial Park Plan. This plan will focus
specifically on the outdoor spaces at Memorial Park.

The plan will set directions for updating and improving the park.
Planning is just kicking off and this survey is intended to gather
preliminary ideas.
Survey Summary:
◦ 3 sections
A. Demographics
B. Memorial Park
C. West Kelowna Skatepark
◦ 14 Questions
◦ 7 Minutes

Would you rather
complete this survey online?
Please go to:
www.districtofwestkelowna.ca

Please complete your response no later than:

Wednesday, March 6th, 2013.
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About Memorial Park
Memorial Park is one of the few flat, open field spaces in the community. It
is adjacent to Johnson Bentley Memorial Aquatic Centre (JBMAC) and the
Westside Skatepark. Currently the park is used for soccer, casual field activities
and Music in the Park. In addition to providing recreational opportunities,
the future Memorial Park will be a space to recognize and commemorate
members of the community. This plan will also consider the future of the
existing skatepark on the north side of JBMAC.

Where is Memorial Park?
The park is located directly adjacent to Johnson Bentley Memorial Aquatic
Centre. It is down the hill from JBMAC and not easily visible from West
Kelowna's Old Okanagan Highway.
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A. Demographics
Please tell us a little more about yourself so we can understand who completed the survey

1. Which best describes where you live?
(see the map on page 2 for approximate neighbourhood locations)

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Casa Loma Neighbourhood
Gellatly Bay Neighbourhood
Glenrosa Neighbourhood
Lakeview Heights Neighbourhood
Mission Hill/Sunnyside Neighbourhood
Rose Valley/West Kelowna Estates Neighbourhood
Shannon Lake Neighbourhood
Smith Creek Neighbourhood
Westbank Centre Neighbourhood
Westbank First Nation
Other (please specify) _________________________________________

2. In which age group are you?

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Under 19
19 to 34
35 to 49
50 to 74
75 or More

3. Which statement(s) describes you best? (Please select all that apply.)
When I visit parks in West Kelowna, I like to:

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Go with family (including young children)
Go with family (without young children)
Go with friends
Go alone
Go with pets
Other (please specify) ____________________________________________________
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B. Memorial Park use
This section asks for information about your current experiences and impressions of
Memorial Park. (Refer to the map on p.3 for the existing park features.)

4. Which statement below best describes, on average, how often you visit the
field space at Memorial Park?
During the summer:

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Almost every day
A couple of times a week
One or two times a month
Rarely
Never

During the winter:

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Almost every day
A couple of times a week
One or two times a month
Rarely
Never

5. Which statement below best describes, on average, how often you visit
Johnson Bentley Memorial Aquatic Centre?
During the summer:

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Almost every day
A couple of times a week
One or two times a month
Rarely
Never

During the winter:

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Almost every day
A couple of times a week
One or two times a month
Rarely
Never

6. Are there any reasons you do not use Memorial Park? (Please select all that apply.)

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Do not know where the park is
It is too far away
Not enough parking
Safety issues/concerns
Not enough facilities/amenities that interest me
Not enough recreational programs
It is too busy
Other (please specify)
______________________________________________________________________
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B. Memorial Park use cont'd
7. When visiting Memorial Park, which activities do you participate in? (Please select all
that apply.)

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Organized Soccer
Casual recreational field sports (pick-up football, soccer, ultimate frisbee, etc.)
Relaxing
Walking or jogging
Music in the Park
Westside Daze
Community event attendance
Other (please specify)
______________________________________________________

B. Memorial Park future
This section of the survey will record your ideas about the future of Memorial Park.
8. What are your priorities for improvements to existing park features? Please rank the
following from 1 to 5. (1 = top priority, 5 = lowest priority).

______ Field Area
______ Access				
______ Parking
______ Manicured Landscaping
______ Natural vegetation and trees			
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B. Memorial Park future cont'd
9. Below are some ideas we’ve heard so far as possible improvements or additions to Memorial Park please identify if you think each is of:
			

(H)

High Importance		

(M)

Medium Importance

			

(L)

Low Importance		

(N)

No Importance/Not Desirable for Memorial Park

______ Expanded event space/ temporary stage
______ Permanent bandshell/ outdoor theatre
______ Beach volleyball courts
______ Pickleball courts
______ Basketball courts
______ Playground
______ Benches
______ Picnic tables
______ Landscaped gardens
______ Signage
______ Increased summer parks programs
Summer program type? _______________________________________________
______ Increased winter parks programs
Winter program type? _________________________________________________

10. Please describe any other improvements or additions you would like to see for Memorial Park.
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C. West Kelowna skatepark use
This section asks for information about your current experiences and impressions of West
Kelowna Skatepark. (Refer to the map on p.3 for the existing park features.)

11. Which statement below best describes, on average, how often you visit the skatepark
at Memorial Park?
During the summer:

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Almost every day
A couple of times a week
One or two times a month
Rarely
Never

During the winter:

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Almost every day
A couple of times a week
One or two times a month
Rarely
Never

12. Are there any reasons you do not use the skatepark? (Please select all that apply.)

Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Do not know where the skatepark is
It is too far away
Not enough parking
Safety issues/concerns
Not enough facilities/amenities that interest me
It is too busy
Other (please specify)
______________________________________________________________________
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C. West Kelowna skatepark future
This section of the survey will record your ideas about the future of the skatepark.

13. It is anticipated that the skatepark will require updating in the future. When this takes
place, would you like to see the skatepark moved to an alternate location?

Ο
Ο

Keep the skatepark at Memorial Park
Move the skatepark to an alternate location
location suggestions_____________________________________________________

14. Please describe any amenities would you like to see in the updated skatepark?
(ie. quarter pipes, banks, bowls, boxes, etc.)
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Comments?
Do you have any other comments or ideas you would like to share about Memorial Park?
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Thank you!
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your responses, along with
those of fellow community members, will help inform the Memorial Park Plan.
To return your paper survey:
•

Drop it off or mail it to the District of West Kelowna offices:
Attn: Mark Roberts
District of West Kelowna
Development Services Division
2760 Cameron Road
West Kelowna, BC V1Z 2T6

•

Fax it to the District of West Kelowna Planning
Department at: 778-797-1001

•

Scan and email to:
mark.roberts@districtofwestkelowna.ca

Do you know anyone else
who would be interested in
filling out this survey?
Please direct them to:
www.districtofwestkelowna.ca

If you would rather submit the survey online, please visit:
www.districtofwestkelowna.ca

How to stay informed
The Memorial Park Plan will be developed over the next two months.
Community members will have the opportunity to provide input on proposed
directions for Memorial Park at the Brown Road Streetscape and Memorial
Park Improvement Public Open House.
•
•
•

Date: March 14th, 2013
Time: 4 - 7pm
Location: Lion's Hall

We will send you an invitation to the event if you provide your email below.
Alternately, information about the event will be posted at
www.districtofwestkelowna.ca.
Email __________________________________________________________
Phone Number (if no email)________________________________________
• If you have questions or comments about this process, please contact:
		Mark Roberts, Parks Planning Analyst
		Email: mark.roberts@districtofwestkelowna.ca
		Phone: 778-797-8809
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Summary Report - Mar 6, 2013
Survey:
Memorial
Park - Public
Input6,
Survey
Summary
Report
- Mar
2013
Survey: Memorial Park - Public Input Survey

1. Which best describes where you live?
1. Which best describes
where you live?
Casa Loma Neighbourhood 1.1%
Gellatly Bay Neighbourhood
8.7%
Casa Loma Neighbourhood
1.1%
Gellatly Bay Neighbourhood 8.7%
All Others 26.8%
All Others 26.8%
Glenrosa Neighbourhood 14.8%
Glenrosa Neighbourhood 14.8%

Lakeview Heights Neighbourhood 11.5%
Lakeview Heights Neighbourhood 11.5%
Shannon Lake Neighbourhood 14.8%
Shannon Lake Neighbourhood 14.8%
Mission Hill/Sunnyside Neighbourhood 5.5%
Mission Hill/Sunnyside Neighbourhood 5.5%
Rose Valley/West Kelowna Estates Neighbourhood 16.9%
Rose Valley/West Kelowna Estates Neighbourhood 16.9%

1. Which best describes where you live?
1. Which best describes where you live?
Value
Value
Casa Loma Neighbourhood

Count
Count
2

Percent %
Percent
%
1.1%

Statistics
Statistics
Total Responses

Casa Loma
Neighbourhood
Gellatly
Bay Neighbourhood
Gellatly
Bay
Neighbourhood
Glenrosa
Neighbourhood

162
16
27

1.1%
8.7%
8.7%
14.8%

Total Responses

Glenrosa Heights
Neighbourhood
Lakeview
Neighbourhood
Lakeview
Heights
Neighbourhood
Mission Hill/Sunnyside
Neighbourhood

27
21
21
10

14.8%
11.5%
11.5%
5.5%

Mission
Hill/Sunnyside
Neighbourhood
Rose
Valley/West
Kelowna
Estates Neighbourhood
Rose
Valley/West
Kelowna
Estates Neighbourhood
Shannon Lake Neighbourhood

10
31
31
27

5.5%
16.9%
16.9%
14.8%

Shannon
Lake
Neighbourhood
Smith
Creek
Neighbourhood
Smith Creek
Neighbourhood
Westbank
Centre
Neighbourhood

27
10
10
15

14.8%
5.5%
5.5%
8.2%

Westbank First
Centre
Neighbourhood
Westbank
Nation
Westbank
Firstspecify)
Nation
Other (please

15
12
12
12

8.2%
6.6%
6.6%
6.6%

Other (please specify)

12

6.6%

Open-Text Response Breakdown for "Other (please specify)"
Open-Text
Response Breakdown for "Other (please specify)"
Central Kelowna

183
183

Count
Count
1

Central Kelowna
Kelowna
Kelowna
Mount
Boucherie

1
2
2
1

Mount
Boucherie
Old
okanagan
Hwy
Old
okanagan
Sonoma PinesHwy

1
1
1
1

Sonoma
Pines
Two Eagles
Golf Course
Two
Eagles
Golf Course
Westbank-Agricultural
area

1
1
1
1

Westbank-Agricultural area
kelowna
kelowna
rutland

1
1
1
1

rutland
summerland
summerland
trepanier

1
1
1
1
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trepanier
trepanier

2. In
In which
which age
age group
group are
are you?
you?
2.
75
75 or
or More
More 2.2%
2.2%
Under
Under 19
19 22.3%
22.3%

50
50 to
to 74
74 32.6%
32.6%

19
19 to
to 34
34 15.8%
15.8%

35
35 to
to 49
49 27.2%
27.2%

2. In
In which
which age
age group
group are
are you?
you?
2.
Value
Value

Count
Count

Percent
Percent %
%

Under
Under 19
19
19 to
to 34
34
19

41
41
29
29

22.3%
22.3%
15.8%
15.8%

T
Total
otal
Responses
Responses

35 to
to 49
49
35
50 to
to 74
74
50

50
50
60
60

27.2%
27.2%
32.6%
32.6%

Sum
Sum
Avg.
Avg.

4
4

2.2%
2.2%

75 or
or More
More
75

Statistics
Statistics

184
184
5,601.0
5,601.0
39.2
39.2

StdDev
StdDev
Max
Max

13.2
13.2
75.0
75.0

3.
3. Which
Which statement(s)
statement(s) describes
describes you
you best?
best? (Please
(Please select
select all
all that
that apply.)When
apply.)When
II visit
parks
in
West
Kelowna,
I
like
to:
visit parks in West Kelowna, I like to:
100
100

75
75

55.4%
55.4%
50
50

44%
44%
27.7%
27.7%

23.9%
23.9%

21.2%
21.2%

25
25

3.8%
3.8%
0
0

Go with
with family
family
Go
(including
(including young
young
children)
children)

Go with
with family
family (without
(without
Go
young
young children)
children)

Go with
with friends
friends
Go

Go alone
alone
Go

Go with
with pets
pets
Go

Other (please
(please specify)
specify)
Other

3.
3. Which
Which statement(s)
statement(s) describes
describes you
you best?
best? (Please
(Please select
select all
all that
that apply.)
apply.) When
When II visit
visit parks
parks in
in West
West
Kelowna,
I
like
to:
Kelowna, I like to:
Value
Value

Count
Count

Percent
Percent %
%

Statistics
Statistics

19
to 34
Under
19
35
to
49
19 to 34

29
41
50
29

50
to 49
74
35 to
75
More
50 or
to 74

60
32.6%
50
27.2%
4
2.2%
60Memorial
32.6%

75 or More

4

2.2%

184

Responses
Total
Sum
Responses
Avg.
Sum

15.8%
22.3%
27.2%
15.8%

184
5,601.0

39.2
5,601.0
APPENDIX
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StdDev
13.2
Avg.
39.2
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Max
75.0
StdDevSummary Report
13.2
Max

75.0

3. Which statement(s) describes you best? (Please select all that apply.)When
I visit parks in West Kelowna, I like to:
3. Which statement(s) describes you best? (Please select all that apply.)When
I visit parks in West Kelowna, I like to:

100
100
75
75

55.4%

50

44%

50

44%

55.4%
27.7%

23.9%

21.2%

25

27.7%

23.9%

21.2%

25
0

Go with family
(including young
Gochildren)
with family

0

(including young
children)

3.8%

Go with family (without
young children)

Go with friends

Go alone

Go with pets

Other (please
3.8% specify)

Go with family (without
young children)

Go with friends

Go alone

Go with pets

Other (please specify)

3. Which statement(s) describes you best? (Please select all that apply.) When I visit parks in West
Kelowna,
I like to:
3. Which statement(s)
describes you best? (Please select all that apply.) When I visit parks in West
Kelowna,
I like to:
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
Go with family (including young children)

81

Value

44.0%

Count

Percent %

Go
Go
Go
Go

with
with family
family (without
(includingyoung
youngchildren)
children)
with
friends
with family (without young children)

51
81
102
51

27.7%
44.0%
55.4%
27.7%

Go
Go
Go
Go

alone
with friends
with
alonepets

39
102
44
39

21.2%
55.4%
23.9%
21.2%

Other
(please
Go with
pets specify)

7
44

3.8%
23.9%

Other (please specify)

7

3.8%

Total Responses

184

Total Responses

184

Statistics

Open-Text Response Breakdown for "Other (please specify)"

Count

Left
Blank Response Breakdown for "Other (please specify)"
Open-Text

180
Count

Attend
music in the park, westside daze, geocaching
Left Blank
Girlfriend.
Attend music in the park, westside daze, geocaching

1801
1
1

IGirlfriend.
didn't even realize we had a park in West Kelowna. So much for marketing, eh?
II don't
outside
didn't go
even
realize we had a park in West Kelowna. So much for marketing, eh?
II take
children
home with me
don't go outside

1
1
1
1

ISkatepark
take children home with me

1
1
1
1

Skatepark

1

4. Which statement below best describes, on average, how often you visit the
field space at Memorial Park? During the summer:
4. Which statement below best describes, on average, how often you visit the
everythe
daysummer:
3.9%
field space at Memorial Park?Almost
During
Never 14.3%
A couple
Almost every day
3.9%of times a week 12.6%
Never 14.3%
A couple of times a week 12.6%

Skatepark
I didn't even realize we had a park in West Kelowna. So much for marketing, eh?

1
1

I don't go outside

1
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Almost every day 3.9%

I take children home with me
Skatepark

Never 14.3%
A couple of times a week 12.6%

4. Which statement below best describes, on average, how often you visit the
field space at Memorial Park? During the summer:
Almost every day 3.9%
Never 14.3%
A couple of times a week 12.6%

One or two times a month 26.9%

Rarely 42.3%

One or two times a month 26.9%

Rarely 42.3%
4. Which statement below best
describes, on average, how often you visit the field space at
Memorial Park? During the summer:

Value

Count

Percent %

Statistics

day
7 you3.9%
Total Responses
4. Almost
Whichevery
statement
below best describes, on average, how often
visit the field
space at
A
couple
of
times
a
week
23
12.6%
Memorial Park? During the summer:
One or two times a month

49

Value

Rarely
Almost every day
Never
A couple of times a week

During the winter:

One or two times a month

26.9%

Count

Percent %

77
7
26
23

42.3%
3.9%
14.3%
12.6%

49

26.9%

182

Statistics

Total Responses

182

Almost every day 1.1%
77
42.3%
A couple of times a week 3.8%
One
or
two
times
a month 8.2%
26
14.3%

Rarely

5. During the winter:

Never

Almost every day 1.1%
A couple of times a week 3.8%
One or two times a month 8.2%

Rarely 28.4%
Never 58.5%

Rarely 28.4%
Never 58.5%

During the winter:
Value

Almostthe
every
day
During
winter:
A couple of times a week
Value

One or two times a month
Almost every day
Rarely
A couple of times a week
Never
One or two times a month
Rarely
Never

Count

Percent %

2

1.1%

7

3.8%

Count

Percent %

15
2
52
7
107
15

8.2%
1.1%
28.4%
3.8%
58.5%
8.2%

52

28.4%

107

58.5%

Statistics

Total Responses

183

Statistics

Total Responses

183

One or two times a month
A couple of times a week
Rarely
One or two times a month
Never
Rarely

44
16
68
44
45
68

24.4%
8.9%
37.8%
24.4%
25.0%
37.8%

Never

45

25.0%
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6. Are there any reasons you do not use Memorial Park? (Please select all that
apply.)
6. Are there any reasons you do not use Memorial Park? (Please select all that
apply.)

100
100
75

58.6%

75
50

58.6%

50

25.3%

25

17.3%

0
0

8%

6.8%

25

Do 6.8%
not know
where the park
is
Do not know
where the park
is

It is too8%
far away
It is too far away

8%

25.3%

8%

Not 8%
enough
parking

8%
Safety
issues/concerns

Not enough
parking

Safety
issues/concerns

Not enough
facilities/amenities
that interest me
Not enough
facilities/amenities
that interest me

17.3%

0.6%

Not enough
recreational
programs
Not enough
recreational
programs

It is too busy

0.6%
It is too busy

Other (please
specify)
Other (please
specify)

6. Are there any reasons you do not use Memorial Park? (Please select all that apply.)
Value there any reasons you do not use Memorial Park? (Please
Count Percent
6. Are
select%all thatStatistics
apply.)

Do not know where the park is
Value

It is too far away
Do not know where the park is
Not enough parking

11

Count

13
11
13

6.8%

Total Responses

162

8.0%
6.8%
8.0%

Total Responses

162

Percent %

Safety issues/concerns

13

8.0%

Not enough facilities/amenities that interest me

95

58.6%

Not enough recreational programs

28

17.3%

1

0.6%

41

25.3%

It is too busy
Other (please specify)

Open-Text Response Breakdown for "Other (please specify)"

Left Blank

Statistics

Count

145

Akward to get to

1

Bad skatepark

1

Better natural locations to enjoy

1

HAVE MY OWN POOL

1

Had never even heard of it. Lived in West Kelowna for 15 yrs.

1

I am too busy

1

I didn't even know it existed until now.

1

I don't feel like it

1

I dont care enough to go

1

Interest

1

Johnson Bentley needs cleaning/updating

1

My life is too busy and I seldom visit that part of the town of Westbank

1

N/A

3

No interest

1

No playground

1

No skate park

1

Nothing there just another open space that is hidden from public view.

1

I didn't even know it existed until now.

1

I don't feel like it

1
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I dont care enough to go
Interest
Johnson Bentley needs cleaning/updating
My life is too busy and I seldom visit that part of the town of Westbank

1

N/A

3

No interest

1

No playground

1

No skate park

1

Nothing there just another open space that is hidden from public view.

1

Poor location, nothing to do there

1

Skatepark is outdated

1

Terrain

1

The skateparks bad.

1

Time

1

Too dangerest in winter

1

We like to hike Powers Ck or goats Peak areas rather thsan drive to this park.

1

We utilize other rec areass

1

busy with other things

1

im a lazy fatass

1

its gross.

1

lacks a play area

1

n/a

1

no pets

1

not enough little kids during school hours

1

not enough time

1

not much to do, it would be nice to have a hockey/lacrosee box

1

nothing to do

1

programs i need are in the day time when i'm working

1

skate park is old

1

we need a new skatepark

1

Would use more if nice walkway (like the one on Gellatly Road), and not so hidden and gloomy looking

1

7. When visiting Memorial Park, which activities do you participate in? (Please
select all that apply.)
100

75

66.7%
49.4%

50

31.6%
20.7%

25

24.1%

17.8%

13.2%
6.3%
0

Organized
Soccer

Casual
recreational field
sports (pick-up
football, soccer,
ultimate frisbee,
etc.)

Relaxing

Walking or
jogging

Music in the
Park

Westside Daze

Community
event
attendance

Other (please
specify)

skate park is old

1

we
need
a new
skate
park
is oldskatepark
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Would
use
moreskatepark
if nice walkway (like the one on Gellatly Road), and not so hidden and gloomy looking
we need
a new

7. When visiting Memorial Park, which activities do you participate in? (Please
select all that apply.)
7. When visiting Memorial Park, which activities do you participate in? (Please
select all that apply.)

100
100
75

66.7%

75

66.7%

49.4%

50

49.4%
50

20.7%

25

13.2%
25
0
0

6.3%

20.7%

31.6%

24.1%

17.8%

31.6%
24.1%

17.8%

13.2%
6.3%
Organized
Soccer
Organized
Soccer

Casual
recreational field
sports
(pick-up
Casual
football, soccer,
recreational
field
ultimate
frisbee,
sports (pick-up
etc.)soccer,
football,
ultimate frisbee,
etc.)

Relaxing
Relaxing

Walking or
jogging
Walking or
jogging

Music in the
Park
Music in the
Park

Westside Daze
Westside Daze

Community
event
attendance
Community
event
attendance

Other (please
specify)
Other (please
specify)

7. When visiting Memorial Park, which activities do you participate in? (Please select all that apply.)
7. Value
When visiting Memorial Park, which activities do you participate
in? (Please
select all that apply.)
Count Percent
%
Statistics
Organized
Soccer
Value

11
Count

6.3%
Percent
%

T
otal Responses
Statistics

174

Total Responses

174

Casual
recreational
Organized
Soccer field sports (pick-up football, soccer, ultimate frisbee,
etc.)
Casual recreational field sports (pick-up football, soccer, ultimate frisbee,
Relaxing
etc.)

11
23

6.3%
13.2%

23
36

13.2%
20.7%

Walking
Relaxingor jogging

42
36

24.1%
20.7%

Music
in or
thejogging
Park
Walking

86
42

49.4%
24.1%

Westside
Daze
Music in the
Park

116
86

66.7%
49.4%

Community
event attendance
Westside Daze

55
116

31.6%
66.7%

Other
(please
specify)
Community
event
attendance

31
55

17.8%
31.6%

Other (please specify)

31

17.8%

Open-Text Response Breakdown for "Other (please specify)"

Count

Left
Blank Response Breakdown for "Other (please specify)"
Open-Text

156
Count

Biking,
skateboarding
Left Blank

1
156

Don't
Biking,use
skateboarding

11

Geocaching
Don't use

11

Haven't
visited this park yet
Geocaching

11

IHaven't
don't govisited
there.this park yet

11

II don't
it
don't visit
go there.

11

N/A
I don't visit it

11

N/a
N/A

11

Riding
N/a skate park

11

Skateboard
Riding skate park

11

Skateboarding
Skateboard

21

Skateboarding
Skateboarding

12

Skateboarding

1
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Skatepark

1

Skatepark use
Skatepark
That's Memorial Park?! I'd call that a barren field more than anything.
Skatepark use
Wildlife
That's Memorial Park?! I'd call that a barren field more than anything.
biking
Wildlife
hanging out with friends
biking
i dont go there
hanging out with friends
notthing
i dont go there
skate park
notthing
skateboarding
skate park
skateboarding.
skateboarding
skatepark
skateboarding.
sledding in the winter
skatepark
sometimes take the dog for a walk through that area.... start my walk at A & W parking lot
sledding in the winter
violating children
sometimes take the dog for a walk through that area.... start my walk at A & W parking lot

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

violating children

1

8. What are your priorities for improvements to existing park features? Please rank the following
from 1 to 5. (1 = top priority, 5 = lowest priority).
8. What are your priorities for improvements to existing park features? Please rank the following
Item1 to 5. (1 = top priority, 5 = lowest priority).
Total Score1 Overall Rank
from
Natural vegetation and trees

457

Total Score1

Item

1

Overall Rank

Field Area
387
Natural vegetation and trees
457
Access
382
Field Area
387
Parking
378
Access
382
Manicured landscaping
368
Parking
378
Total Respondents: 170
Manicured
landscaping
368
1 Score
is a weighted calculation. Items ranked first are valued higher than the following ranks, the score is the sum of all weighted rank counts.

2
1
3
2
4
3
5
4
5

Total Respondents: 170
1

Score is a weighted calculation. Items ranked first are valued higher than the following ranks, the score is the sum of all weighted rank counts.

9. Below are some ideas we've heard so far for possible improvements or additions to Memorial
Park - please identify if you think each is of: H - High importanceM - Medium importanceL - Low
9. Below are some ideas we've heard so far for possible improvements or additions to Memorial
importanceN - No Importance/ Not desirable for Memorial Park
Park - please identify if you think each is of: H - High importanceM - Medium importanceL - Low
M
L
N
Responses
importanceN - No Importance/ Not desirable for Memorial Park H
Expanded event space/ temporary stage
Expanded
event
space/ outdoor
temporary
stage
Permanent
bandshell/
theatre
Permanent
bandshell/
outdoor
Beach
volleyball
courts theatre
Beach
volleyball
courts
Pickleball
courts
Pickleball courts
Basketball
courts
Basketball
courts
Playground

37.3%

34.3%

20.5%

7.8%

H
62

M
57

L
34

N
13

20.5%
19.4%

7.8%
9.7%

34
32

13
16

34.3%
37.3%
40.6% 30.3%
62
67

57
50

40.6%
30.2%
11.7% 30.3%

19.4%
29.6%

9.7%
28.4%

67
19

50
49

32
48

16
46

11.7%
6.3%

30.2%
16.4%

29.6%
37.1%

28.4%
40.3%

19
10

49
26

48
59

46
64

6.3%
14.7%

16.4%
29.4%

37.1%
30.7%

40.3%
25.2%

10
24

26
48

59
50

64
41

30.7%
14.5%

25.2%
14.5%

50
24

41
24

29.4%
14.7% 30.9%
40.0%
24
66

48
51

166

Responses
166
165
165
162
162
159
159
163
163
165

Field Area

387

2

Access

382

3

Parking

378APPENDIX 4B:
5
Memorial Park Plan 368
Survey Results
Summary Report

Manicured landscaping
Total Respondents: 170
1

Score is a weighted calculation. Items ranked first are valued higher than the following ranks, the score is the sum of all weighted rank counts.

9. Below are some ideas we've heard so far for possible improvements or additions to Memorial
Park - please identify if you think each is of: H - High importanceM - Medium importanceL - Low
importanceN - No Importance/ Not desirable for Memorial Park

Expanded event space/ temporary stage
Permanent bandshell/ outdoor theatre
Beach volleyball courts
Pickleball courts
Basketball courts
Playground
Benches
Picnic tables
Landscaped gardens
Signage
Increased summer parks program (please specify below)
Increased winter parks program (please specify below)

H

M

L

N

37.3%

34.3%

20.5%

7.8%

62

57

34

13

40.6% 30.3%

19.4%

9.7%

67

50

32

16

11.7%

30.2%

29.6%

28.4%

19

49

48

46

6.3%

16.4%

37.1%

40.3%

10

26

59

64

14.7%

29.4%

30.7%

25.2%

24

48

50

41

40.0% 30.9%

14.5%

14.5%

66

51

24

24

43.7%

35.9%

13.8%

6.6%

73

60

23

11

40.4%

34.3%

19.3%

6.0%

67

57

32

10

20.3% 26.6%

34.2%

19.0%

32

42

54

30

21.4%

28.9%

27.0%

22.6%

34

46

43

36

37.7%

24.7%

18.5%

19.2%

55

36

27

28

19.0%

21.8%

28.2%

31.0%

27

31

40

44

Summer or winter parks program idea?
Count

Response

1

3 on 3 basketball tournaments for different age groups

1

A festival park is a great idea

1

A new skatepark

1

Any programs related to family and children I am most interested in seeing.

1

City Event

1

Community type events and celebrations

1

Events, music and culture

1

Farmer's Markets would be great.

1

Festivals

1

Increase multi purpose use of the area

1

Increased Music in the Park

1

Just something fun and enjoyable for teenagers

1

Lame.

1

More craft fairs and farmers markets.

Responses
166
165
162
159
163
165
167
166
158
159
146
142

1

Events, music and culture

1

Farmer's Markets would be great.

1

Festivals

1

Increase multi purpose use of the area

1

Increased Music in the Park

1

Just something fun and enjoyable for teenagers

1

Lame.

1

More craft fairs and farmers markets.

1

More for the age groups of 2-4 yrs old.

1

More movie in the park nights.....great for families!

1

More music

1

More parks alive and other summer events

1

Mountain bike park/ Bmx track ice rink

1

Music in the park like Parks Alive in Kelowna Live theatre Car shows Kid festival

1

New skatepark and have competitions

1

New skatepark. Hold contests

1

Real band concerts on a Sunday afternoon( ie Kelowna City Band types)

1

Recreation geared to age 10-16 year old children.

1

Scuba Diving Course

1

Skate boarding biking etc

1

Skate contest

1

Skate park or bike skills park

1

Skateboard park

1

Skateboarding contests, something that involves the beach

3

Skatepark

1

Summer concerts beside music in the park Forinstance outdoor theatre

1

Summer skatepark

1

Summer- more family movie nights, -camping programs

1

Things like West side Daze

1

Winter and Summer weekly events on weekends.
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1

for kids and seniors

1

more music events particularly for our young people who need public exposure for their music

1

new skatepark

1

organized child touching

1

play group for parents with young children

1

playground for kids

1

running BMX and skate board clinics

1

skateboarding

1

ski ramps

1

soccer tournaments

1

summer

1

west kelowna fruit festival kids festival start/end point for charity walks/runs

1

Just using the field more for the little people programs thru JBMAC... outdoor games etc. the soccer is great, but
sometimes I think it is lost on the wee ones... I think just an "out door" play time (such as little buddies, only no craft (or
a craft they can do outside) and a play in the field... tag, hoola hoops, parachute games etc... water games in late spring
or summer. My son's favourite memory of that field is while playing soccer there the sprinklers came on by accident...
that was the most fun I've seen kids have there!!

1

Citizens should be forced to engage in outdoor physical activities and have their diets reduced to healthy levels.

1

Build a New Stage & a Change room. Put up a closed building for the sound system wired to the stage and a first aid
station and a small office....All in blocks or cement (building).

1

Summer out door temporary pool, indoor pool too hot and crowded, would give extra training space for swimmers

APPENDIX B:
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1

Winter and Summer weekly events on weekends.

1

for kids and seniors

1

more music events particularly for our young people who need public exposure for their music

1

new skatepark

1

organized child touching

1

play group for parents with young children

1

playground for kids

1

running BMX and skate board clinics

1

skateboarding

1

ski ramps

1

soccer tournaments

1

summer

1

west kelowna fruit festival kids festival start/end point for charity walks/runs

1

Just using the field more for the little people programs thru JBMAC... outdoor games etc. the soccer is great, but
sometimes I think it is lost on the wee ones... I think just an "out door" play time (such as little buddies, only no craft (or
a craft they can do outside) and a play in the field... tag, hoola hoops, parachute games etc... water games in late spring
or summer. My son's favourite memory of that field is while playing soccer there the sprinklers came on by accident...
that was the most fun I've seen kids have there!!

1

Citizens should be forced to engage in outdoor physical activities and have their diets reduced to healthy levels.

1

Build a New Stage & a Change room. Put up a closed building for the sound system wired to the stage and a first aid
station and a small office....All in blocks or cement (building).

1

Summer out door temporary pool, indoor pool too hot and crowded, would give extra training space for swimmers

1

Outdoor walking running/walking track, for summer. Indoor walking/running track and a skating rink for winter.

1

I feel this is a perfect location be build a terraced amphitheatre location allowing it to become a community based
gathering location. With the improvements planned for the Westbank Center area this would be a perfect addition. Also
the addition a a playground for younger children would be a great idea.

1

I would love to see more bands come to Westbank. Esp. well known bands. there is lots of place to sit as it is a natural
amphitheatre

1

Kids use the bank between the access road and the field for sledding when there is enough snow.If some snow was
added, when needed I am sure it would get used. Maybe a bump or two could be added in the slope for more fun.

1

Family activities- ice skating like what Kelowna has down town. Perhaps a walking trail through natural and landscaped
trails, washroom facilities needed for this, local races. West Kelowna looks so gloomy, especially with all the empty
places for rent/lease. I think this is a great opportunity to create some beauty to West Kelowna for locals and for
tourists. Would love to see a better use for Memorial park, but also for the giant field beside A & W.

1

the music in the park was a great idea but some better type concessions would be nice. Art in the park, picnic in the
park. Fireworks at halloween.

1

Summer The park once grandstand area is better. Need music or entertainment every weekend. For adults and children.

1

Summer parks program idea. I think that for the winter time, when there is sufficient snow on the field, Westbank
residents should be encouraged to use the field for cross country skiing or snowshoeing.

1

love the music programs what about an outdoor summer movie night Use as an outdorr skating area in winter

1

If there was an outdoor hockey/lacrosse box, it could be flooded in the winter for fun hockey/skating lessons

1

I would like to see an outdoor public swimming pool. We have no outdoor public pools in all of Kelowna and West
Kelowna like areas in Vancouver have. Our hot summer weather would be a perfect opportunity to have an outdoor
pool and/or other outdoor water activities for children and families.

1

If there was an outdoor hockey/lacrosse box, it could be flooded in the winter for fun hockey/skating lessons

1

I would like to see an outdoor public swimming pool. We have no outdoor public pools in all of Kelowna and West
Kelowna like areas in Vancouver have. Our hot summer weather would be a perfect opportunity to haveAPPENDIX
an outdoor
pool and/or other outdoor water activities for children and families.
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10. Please describe any other improvements or additions you would like to see for Memorial Park.
Count

Response

1

3 or 4 level outdoor ampitheatre with stairs so I don't slip on the grass

1

A good skate park

1

A skatepark

1

A stage with terraced seating built into the hill (like at Mission Hill)

1

As a performer myself, I like the idea of an improved stage area for performances.

1

Basketball court

1

Benches and or tables ,access down

1

Better Skate Park

1

Better Skatepark

1

Better lighting

1

Better skate park

1

Better skatepark

1

Better skatepark, mtn bike skills park

1

Children's playgroung is very importantt

1

Field drainage. It can get rather soggy there when raining.

1

For events - better areas for seating

1

Get tide of awful skate park

1

Having more activities....

1

I'd like to see a skatepark

1

I'd love to see a community garden.

1

Improve the skate park, build bike jumps.

1

Improve unique hill side seating for events

1

Improvements should be done in small stages to see if public usage increases over the years.

1

Install permanent bear proof garbage recipticals

1

Just make it pretty and add some interaction with the mountainside.

1

Mobile vendors.

1

More Washrooms on event nights

1

More organized properly sloped seating areas

1

New Skate Park

1

New Skatepark

1

New skatepark

1

Not sure since I found it very out of the way and unknown, not well advertised or appealing.

1

Paved parking, landscaped gardens for picture opportunities and perhaps a water feature.

1

Playground needs to be added

1

Public washrooms,better lighting (walkway lighting,lamposts,etc)

1

Running track

1

Skate park :)

1

Skatepark

1

Skatepark extentions or re-do the skatepark

1

Skatepark would be nice all my freind want this and some people in my community

1

Not sure since I found it very out of the way and unknown, not well advertised or appealing.

1

Paved parking, landscaped gardens for picture opportunities and perhaps a water feature.

1

Playground needs to be added

1

Public washrooms,better lighting (walkway lighting,lamposts,etc)

1

Running track

1

Skate park :)

1

Skatepark

1

Skatepark extentions or re-do the skatepark

1

Skatepark would be nice all my freind want this and some people in my community

1

Take out the skate pack and build an extention to Johnson Bentley pool!

1

The Skate Park is a disaster and is in dire need of upgrading

1

The Skatepark, its the only skatepark in Westbank

1

Tiered Landscaping for seating .

1

Tiered seating for watching concerts in the park

1

Updating the skate park

1

Washroom Facilities

1

Would like to see trails that lead to the park

1

a kiddy pool

1

accessible and open to the public at all times

1

amphitheatre style seating on terraces

1

better skatepark

1

bleachers baseball diamond

1

goal nets for soccer field

1

good bathrooms

1

grooming & expansion of waliking trails around the field.

1

improved lighting

1

kareoke night

1

natural greenspace

1

natural seating on the hill for music in the park

1

new skatepark

1

new skatepark or skatepark aproved and additional add ons

1

nothing

1

outdoor pool
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1

parking!!!!!!!

1

play area for children 3 and under

1

play structures

1

playground improved skatepark

1

skate park

1

skatepark

1

ski ramps/jumps

1

terraced hilside in front of stage

1

upgraded skate park

1

walking trails on periphery: dog access

1

washroom facilities

1

Good access for all age groups and ability such a handicap people. Wheel chair ramp or teered stairways to make it
easy for elderly to get to the bottom of the area from JB parking area.

1

The existing roveen (sloped path) from the skatepark to the field could be improved so it wasn't so dangerest to use in
winter.

1

People who are new to the area have no idea the park is there Need better signs and promote the entertainment

1

keep it natural! no need for more pavement/parking/buildings. I would just like increased usage of the park to keep west
kelowna an interesting and eventful town

1

upgraded skate park

1

walking trails on periphery: dog access

1

washroom facilities

1

APPENDIX B:
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teered
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to make
it
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1

The existing roveen (sloped path) from the skatepark to the field could be improved so it wasn't so dangerest to use in
winter.

1

People who are new to the area have no idea the park is there Need better signs and promote the entertainment

1

keep it natural! no need for more pavement/parking/buildings. I would just like increased usage of the park to keep west
kelowna an interesting and eventful town

1

Would like to see better fitness type equipment, in both Johnston bently pool and perhaps some out door exercise area,
like a jogging track with fitness type stations.

1

The sloped area near the current stage area would be perfect to turn into an amphitheatre. The slope is hard to set
seating on and it would be a great attraction if it were thus improved. People would only need to bring a cushion to sit
on. Plays and concerts could be held because an amphitheatre has excellent acoustics - when properly constructed.
The one they have at Mission Hill is just fine, but the Memorial Park topography would allow for a larger one. The other
plus is the beautiful backdrop for the stage.

1

lighing needs to be improved. It was too dark to see by the end of Music in the Park. It also needs to have safer place to
sit. The hill was too steep.

1

Washroom Facilities. Walking trails, which would make it more used. I always feel a bit scared going down there
because no one is there besides the odd person here and there.

11. Which statement below best describes, on average, how often you visit the
skatepark at Memorial Park? During the summer:
11. Which statement below best describes,
on average, how often you visit the
Almost every day 5%
skatepark at Memorial Park? During the summer:
A couple
of times
a week
6.7%
11. Which statement below best describes, on average,
how
often
you
visit the
Memorial
Park
Plan
skatepark at Memorial Park?
During
the
Almost
every day
5%summer:
A couple ofOne
times
week
6.7%
or a
two
times
a month 6.7%
Almost every day 5%
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A couple of times a week 6.7%
11. Which statement below best describes, on average,
how
often you visit the
One or two times a month 6.7%
skatepark at Memorial Park? During the summer:
One or two times a month 6.7%
Almost every day 5%

Rarely 15%
A couple of times a week 6.7%
Rarely 15%
One or two times a month 6.7%

Never 66.7%

Rarely 15%

Never 66.7%
Never 66.7%

Rarely 15%

11. Which statement below best describes, on average, how often you visit the skatepark at
Memorial Park? During the Never
summer:
66.7%
11. Which statement below best describes, on average, how often you visit the skatepark at
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
Memorial
During
the summer:
11. WhichPark?
statement
below
best describes, on average, how often you visit the skatepark at
Almost every day

Memorial
Park? During the summer:
Value

9

5.0%

Count

Percent %

Total Responses

A couple of times a week
12
6.7%
Almost
9
5.0%
TStatistics
otal Responses
Value every day
Count
Percent
%
or two
times a month
12
6.7%
11.AOne
Which
statement
below
best
describes,
on
average,
how
often
you
visit
the
skatepark at
coupleevery
of times
129
6.7%
Almost
daya week
5.0%
Total Responses
Rarely
27
15.0%
Memorial
Park? aDuring
the summer:
One
or two
12
6.7%
A couple
of times
times a month
week
12
6.7%
Never
120
66.7%
Value
Count
%
Statistics
Rarely
27
15.0%
One or two times a month
12 Percent
6.7%
Almost
Never
Rarely every day
ANever
couple of times a week

9
120
27

5.0%
66.7%
15.0%

12
120

6.7%
66.7%

12

6.7%

Total Responses

One or two times a month

During the winter:

Rarely

Almost every day27
2.2%
15.0%
During the winter: A couple of times a week 1.1%
120
One or two66.7%
times a month 3.9%
every day 2.2%
During theAlmost
winter:
Rarely 11.7%
A couple of times a week 1.1%
Almost every dayOne
2.2%or two times a month 3.9%
A couple of times a week 1.1%
Rarely 11.7%
One or two times a month 3.9%

Never

During the winter:

180

Statistics

180
180

180

Rarely 11.7%

Almost every day 2.2%
A couple of times a week 1.1%
One or two times a month 3.9%
Rarely 11.7%

Never 81.1%

Never 81.1%

During the winter:

Never 81.1%

Value
During
the winter:

Count

Almost every day

During
Value the winter:

A couple of times a week
Almost
Value every day
One or two times a month
Almost every day
Rarelythe winter:
During
Never

Value

Almost every day

Never 81.1%

Percent %

Statistics

4

2.2%

Count

Percent %

Statistics

4
Count

2.2%
Percent
%

TStatistics
otal Responses

180

Total Responses

180

2

7
4
21

146

1.1%

3.9%
2.2%
11.7%

81.1%

Count

Percent %

4

2.2%

Total Responses

180

Statistics

Total Responses

180

One
or two
times aa week
month
A couple
of times
Rarely
One or two times a month

72
21
7
146
21

Never
Rarely

3.9%
1.1%
11.7%
3.9%
81.1%
11.7%

146 Memorial
81.1%

Never
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12. Are there any reasons you do not use the skatepark? (Please select all that
apply.)
12. Are there any reasons you do not use the skatepark? (Please select all that
apply.)

100
100
75

64.7%
75

64.7%
50
50

30.6%

25

30.6%

14.1%
25

7.7%

0

7.7%

0

2.9%

1.2%

14.1%

Do not know where
the skatepark is

It is too
far away
2.9%

Not enough parking

Safety
issues/concerns

Do not know where
the skatepark is

It is too far away

Not enough parking

Safety
issues/concerns

1.2%

2.4%
Not enough
facilities/amenities
that
Notinterest
enoughme

It is too busy

2.4%

Other (please
specify)

It is too busy

Other (please
specify)

facilities/amenities
that interest me

12. Are there any reasons you do not use the skatepark? (Please select all that apply.)
12.Value
Are there any reasons you do not use the skatepark? (Please
select
apply.)
Count Percent
% all that
Statistics
Do
not know where the skatepark is
Value

13
Count

7.7%
Percent
%

T
otal Responses
Statistics

170

ItDo
is not
too know
far away
where the skatepark is
Not
enough
parking
It is too far away

5
13
2
5

2.9%
7.7%
1.2%
2.9%

Total Responses

170

Safety
issues/concerns
Not enough
parking
Not
enough
facilities/amenities
that interest me
Safety issues/concerns

24
2
52
24

14.1%
1.2%
30.6%
14.1%

It is too
busyfacilities/amenities that interest me
Not
enough
Other
It is too(please
busy specify)

524
1104

2.4%
30.6%
64.7%
2.4%

Other (please specify)

110

64.7%

Open-Text Response Breakdown for "Other (please specify)"

Count

Left
Blank Response Breakdown for "Other (please specify)"
Open-Text

77
Count

Age
Left Blank
Broken
glass, drug paraphenalia
Age

771
1
1

Can't
skate....
Broken
glass, drug paraphenalia
Don't
Skateboard
Can't skate....

1
1
1
1

Don't
Don't skate
Skateboard
Don't
skateboard
Don't skate

1
1
1
1

Dont
Don't skate
skateboard
Dont
skateboard
Dont skate

1
1
1
1

During
winter it's to cold
Dont skateboard
Has
to winter
be improved
During
it's to cold

1
1
1
1

Hidden
Behind
the pool
Has to be
improved
IHidden
am notBehind
a skate
theboarder
pool

1
1
1
1

do not
II am
notcare
a skate boarder
II do
do not
not care
skate

1
1
1
1

I don't skate

2

I don't skate

1

I don't skate, done have kids who skate

1

I do not skate
I don't skate
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1
2
Summary Report

I don't skate

1

I don't skate, done have kids who skate

1

I don't skate...

1

I don't skateboard

3

I don't skateboard. That'd probably be a good option to have!

1

I don't skayeboard

1

I dont skate

1

I dont skateboard

1

I'm 68 y.o.

1

It is a thrown together after thought tucked behind a building

1

It is not a high enough level skate park

1

It sucks

1

Its old and bad

1

Kids are too young

1

My dog can't skateboard

1

N/A

1

Needs updated features

1

No interest

1

No interest nor does my child right now

1

No need

1

Not Interested

1

Not a skater

1

Not applicable to my age group

1

Not enough variety of jumps; need some smaller jumps for younger children

1

Not my cup of tea ;)

1

Not my sport

1

Not my thing

1

Not my thing.

1

Not something I typically use

1

Not very good

1

Outdated

1

Past the age for that.

1

Scary. Not in a good location

1

Skatepark sucks, poorly built, not enjoyable

1

The concrete is terrible and its got cracks everywhere half of it is unskateable And Its Old.

1

Too Old

1

Too old

3

Too old

1

Too old to skate, but love to watch the kids.

1

Usually kids who do Drugs hangout there, and it isn't very clean.

1

bad concrete/design

1

bad quality

1

derrrrrrrrr

1

do not skateboard

2

Too old

3

Too old

1

Too old to skate, but love to watch the kids.
Usually kids who do Drugs hangout there, and it isn't very clean.
bad concrete/design
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1
Summary Report

bad quality

1

derrrrrrrrr

1

do not skateboard

2

don't skate

2

don't skateboard

2

dont skateboard

2

i don't skateboard

1

i dont use a skateboard

1

i'm too old

1

it is in poor condition

1

it needs to be upgraded

1

its for young adults

1

its over rated

1

no interest

2

no one in household skateboards

1

no reason to

1

not a skateboarder

1

not a sport I participate in

1

not interested

3

not my activity

1

out dated

1

out if date, and in really bad shape

1

rough surface

1

shitty skatepark

1

small, rough concrete

1

the concrete is rugged and the obstacles are not very good.

1

the ground is to rough and features obsolete

1

the park was designed poorly, and it is falling apart

1

the people there are too old

1

too far away for my kids to go on their own.

1

too many drunk teenagers

1

too old

3

too old...

1

used by visiting grandchildren

1

young person's venue

1

It is now more as a party zone due to the rough shape of the skatepark to dangourous for skateboarders to use

1

I do not have kids that skateboard, but do think it is a necessary thing. When my nephew comes to town we leave and
go to Penticton so he can skateboard because ours isn't nice.

1

skate parks are not for my age group, and I think they are a tremendous liability. No enforcement for helmut use. High
risk of serious and life threatening injuries.

1

Broken glass bottles. The skatepark is not only used for skateboarding. I have been using the JB for 25 years and I
have seen lots of other things.

1
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13. It is anticipated that the skatepark will require updating in the future.
Summary Report
When this takes place, would you like to see the skatepark moved to an
alternate location?
13. It is anticipated that the skatepark will require updating in the future.
When this takes place, would you like to see the skatepark moved to an
alternate location?
Move the skatepark to an alternate location 34.3%

Move the skatepark to an alternate location 34.3%

Keep the skatepark at Memorial Park 65.7%

Keep the skatepark at Memorial Park 65.7%

13. It is anticipated that the skatepark will require updating in the future. When this takes place,
would you like to see the skatepark moved to an alternate location?
Value

Count

Percent %

Statistics

13. It is anticipated that the skatepark will require updating in the future. When this takes place,
Keep the skatepark at Memorial Park
111
65.7%
Total Responses
169
would you like to see the skatepark moved to an alternate location?
Move the skatepark to an alternate location
Value

Keep the skatepark at Memorial Park
Move the skatepark to an alternate location

58

34.3%

Count

Percent %

111

65.7%

58

34.3%

Do you have a suggested location if the skatepark were to be re-located?
Count

Response

Do you
a suggested
location if the skatepark were to be re-located?
1 have
A more
central location.
1
Count

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Anywhere, as long as we get one.
Response

Behid Canadian Tire in the field
A more central location.
Behind still, but further or closer to 97 Hw.
Anywhere, as long as we get one.
Brown road or springer park area
Behid Canadian Tire in the field
By current City Hall
Behind still, but further or closer to 97 Hw.
By the shannon Lake baseball Diamonds
Brown road or springer park area
Center of West Kelowna, accessible by all
By current City Hall
Close to neighborhoods or in town
By the shannon Lake baseball Diamonds
Closer to Rose Valley so the teens in that area have some form of recreation.
Center of West Kelowna, accessible by all
Get rid of it
Close to neighborhoods or in town
Improve it and leave it where it is. This area could become a family recreation mecca.
Closer to Rose Valley so the teens in that area have some form of recreation.
In the soccer field area or in the Westside Daze field
Get rid of it
It should be re-located to the depths of the OKANAGAN LAKE.
Improve it and leave it where it is. This area could become a family recreation mecca.
Lakeview Heights - Anders RD by shopping centre
In the soccer field area or in the Westside Daze field
Leave as is! All other activities are too far away for 14-15 year olds to go to.
It should be re-located to the depths of the OKANAGAN LAKE.
Maybe in that field behind Winners
Lakeview Heights - Anders RD by shopping centre
NA
Leave as is! All other activities are too far away for 14-15 year olds to go to.
Near Superstore
Maybe in that field behind Winners
Near a school or a waterpark
NA
Near the beach or downtown area.
Near Superstore

Statistics

Total Responses

169

1

Improve it and leave it where it is. This area could become a family recreation mecca.

1

In the soccer field area or in the Westside Daze field

1

It should be re-located to the depths of the OKANAGAN LAKE.

1
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Leave as is! All other activities are too far away for 14-15 year olds to go to.
Summary Report
Maybe in that field behind Winners

1

NA

1

Near Superstore

1

Near a school or a waterpark

1

Near the beach or downtown area.

1

Needs to be in the open so people can see whats going on

2

No

1

Old superstore. Or on McDonald's side of memorial park

1

Rosevally

1

South Eastern Australia

1

check youuth responses

1

create a better line of site for the RCMP building

1

do we really even need one? how many kids are actually using it for the intended purpose?

1

more central

1

more open and visible for safety

1

no

1

no.

1

qwerty

1

rosevalley

1

somewhere in the centre of West Kelowna

1

somewhere nicer

1

the main core of West Kelowna. Close to Superstore and Future Shop

1

Extend the skatepark away from the building towards Hwy 97 in a partnership with Westbank First Nations (they own
the land that would be needed for that. Use part of the current skatepark as new parking - thus making the skatepark
more accessible and safer for young people to use it whilst being supervised.

1

It is good where it is because Johnson Bentley is there as well, it is a good family entertainment area

1

Westbank community park. where the waterpark is, families with children could use both facilities, more eyes on the
lookout for trouble.

1
1

Lakeview Heights - Anders RD by shopping centre

14. Please describe any amenities would you like to see in the updated skatepark? (ie. quarter pipes,
banks, bowls, boxes, etc.)
Count

Response

1

A fire.

1

A skate park like the one Penticton had built by New Line.

1

All above

1

All of the above

1

All of the above!!

1

All of the above. A walking path around it - like Ben Lee park in Rutland. Lighting.

1

Anything like the new Peachland Skatepark would be nice

1

Better coping, flat bar, bowl

1

Bowls, boxes

1

Bowls, rails, banks, quarter pipe, boxes

1

Boxes little indoor place you can warm up in so more people will go there in the winter

more accessible and safer for young people to use it whilst being supervised.
1

It is good where it is because Johnson Bentley is there as well, it is a good family entertainment area

1

Westbank community park. where the waterpark is, families with children could use both facilities, more eyes
on the
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Summary Report

14. Please describe any amenities would you like to see in the updated skatepark? (ie. quarter pipes,
banks, bowls, boxes, etc.)
Count

Response

1

A fire.

1

A skate park like the one Penticton had built by New Line.

1

All above

1

All of the above

1

All of the above!!

1

All of the above. A walking path around it - like Ben Lee park in Rutland. Lighting.

1

Anything like the new Peachland Skatepark would be nice

1

Better coping, flat bar, bowl

1

Bowls, boxes

1

Bowls, rails, banks, quarter pipe, boxes

1

Boxes little indoor place you can warm up in so more people will go there in the winter

1

Boxes, rails, sets, bowl

1

Change the existing skateboard park to a playground

1

Consult with the users to get a good understanding of the needs.

1

Dry pool, half pipe, rails, kickers, etc.

1

I live it up to the planners.

1
1

I'm not a skater, but quarter pipes, banks, bowls, boxes, etc all sound cool!
Just make it safe.

1

Mini pipe 5ft Quarter to bank hip's ( left and right ) 5ft box jump 5 ft Spine

1

More things for the riders to use.

1

Multiple bowls, quarters, more variation of ramps.

1

Nice ledges, 6-8 stair, nice handrails, 4 stair

1

No further ideas. See former reasoning.

1

Nothing, just extend the pool! Build a dive tank, that would be awesome!

1

Pole jams, hubbas, ledges, rails, flatbars

1

Rails kickers bull sets ramp ups

1

Smooth ground. Transistion (miniramp, Bowl, Quarterpipes)

1

The new penticton skatepark is a great example of what should be done.

1

Whatever a committee of kids want. Peachland is a great example of a small park.

1

all

1

all of the above

1

all of the above.

1

anything is good

1

benches to sit and watch to kids skating around and doing tricks

1

box jump,no other park has one! 6 foot,by 9 feet wide,quarters to banks!!

1

combine with bike park

1

coping on ledges quarter pipes flat bars stair set a frame step up

1

everything a skate boarder needs. make it professional.

1

flatbars, ledges/boxes, mini pipe. stairset (4 stair and 7 stair), hip, miniture down ledge, drop

1

all of the above.

1

anything is good

1
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combine with bike park
Summary Report

1

coping on ledges quarter pipes flat bars stair set a frame step up

1

everything a skate boarder needs. make it professional.

1

flatbars, ledges/boxes, mini pipe. stairset (4 stair and 7 stair), hip, miniture down ledge, drop

1

kiddy pool

1

lights, more objects

1

more banks,quarter pikes

1

no idea

1

none.

1

qwerty

1

rails

1

smooth concrete, flat rail, coping on boxes and quarter pipe

1

smooth ground a ledge and a rail.a mini halfpipe

1

street section, hand rails with hubbas. Plaza type of skatepark

1

bowls, rails stairsets, manual pads. good concrete. Also the Skatepark being made by skaters not adults that have no
history of skateboarding

1

I've been skating for quite some years. banks and quarter pipes are move universal to use. Boxes are good as well,
lower the easier for kids(8 to 10 years) to use which promotes more of a family setting.

1

bowls, quarter pipes, rails, ledges, banks, boxes, stair cases,and properly by www.newlineskateparks.com

1

Improved Concrete like peachland or penticton, coping on all the ledges, the banks to be more of a hard 45 degree angle
with not roundness just corner. A fun box. An A-frame. And a stair set thats good for skating.

1

Bowl, spine, quarters, grind boxes. Banked hips, rails. It needs to be updated, there is a large amount of youth that
would benefit from having. Proper skatepark on the area.

1

I don't know enough about the ins and outs of skateparks,However they would be used by the young I am sure.

1

Not knowledgeable in this area so a blend of different equipment to suit a wide range of abilities would be best. So the
inexperienced can improve and the more expert not be bored.

1

This entire area should be discussed with people participating in skate boarding and someone in Parks Dept. should
also be researching other parks in various cities for ideas.

1

brand new park, similar in size to the peachland park but different features. In a plaza style, lots of boxes, rails, stairsets,
and banks.

1

A 7 set And a 4 set With 2 stepups and 5 nice ledges all through out the park that also includes on being a manual pad.
a really small quater pip to learn on and the a 5-6 foot quater pipe for more experinced people.

1

Flat bars, hand rails, more speed ability, smoother, get an actually skater to design it, modern(like peachland but bigger,
stairs, better everything.

1

banks, stair sets 5 stairs to about 7 stairs, small handrails , beginner, intermediate and advanced sections not so much
bowl

1

Re pave the area so it is a flat foundation, put in flat rails, quarter pipes with coping, stairs that you can actually jump on
a skatboard, bowl, boxes, handrails

1
1

benches to sit and watch to kids skating around and doing tricks

Do you have any other comments or ideas you would like to share about Memorial Park?
Count

Response

1

Do it,

1

GOOD CONCRETE! like the stuff in penticton skatepark

1

Get a better skatepark!!!!!

1

Get a real skateboarder to design it.

1

banks, stair sets 5 stairs to about 7 stairs, small handrails , beginner, intermediate and advanced sections not so much
bowl

1

Re pave the area so it is a flat foundation, put in flat rails, quarter pipes with coping, stairs that you can actually jump on
a skatboard, bowl, boxes, handrails
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Summary Report
Do you have any other comments or ideas you would like to share about Memorial Park?
Count

Response

1

Do it,

1

GOOD CONCRETE! like the stuff in penticton skatepark

1

Get a better skatepark!!!!!

1

Get a real skateboarder to design it.

1

Great park within our walking distance

1

I approve of the Park! :)

1

I really like the stadium idea. Put in steps

1

I'm interested to learn more about the Memorial component of the park.

1

Improving stage, sound and lighting for parks alive would be great

1

It is fine the way it is. Do not spend a lot of money changing it.

1

It's fun, but could be a lot better with improvements

1

Just that it is a great idea you put this skate park survey together

1

Kalamoir should be open year-round

1

Loved come to Music in the Park from Kelowna

1

Make the park better! the westbank skate community has been practicaly begging for a new park.

1

More festivals and events please.

1

Mountain bike skills park

2

No

1

Not really.

1

Out door water fountain and bathroom

1

Playground near the JBMAC pool for kids waiting for their ride home

1

The eastside could be terraced to create a seating for viewing events

1

The sooner the better

1

You should ask the people for a design that will prevail all of the park.

1

covered seating and picnic areas with tables

1
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1

i think we would very much benefit from a new skatepark.

1

it needs life.

3

no

1

none

1

play strucutres for all ages, outdoor fitness for parents watching kids

1

please give us a skate park

1

primarily leave as is - a waste of limited funds to invest in a low use location.

1

I think that Memorial Park and the surrounding area can be utilized better. West Kelowna does not have a "beautiful"
area for tourists to see as they drive through. Peachland has Beach Ave, Kelowna has revitalized down town. I have
heard tourist say they drive through West Kelowna as fast as they can, which is sad, because I think West Kelowna has
a lot to offer. I hope that this project moves forward, but also that the district considers more areas of improvement,
such as revitalizing Main Street, doing more landscaping, etc.

1

Its not worth going to the skatepark. We get kicked out of spots and they tell us to go there but its not even skateable
anymore. fix it

1

The grounds are quite uneven for older folk to walk on, perhaps a little solid walk could be built down the center at least,

1

If you are going to upgrade the area, bathrooms should be included in the upgrade. I take bootcamp through the JBC

1

I think that Memorial Park and the surrounding area can be utilized better. West Kelowna does not have a "beautiful"
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heard tourist say they drive through West Kelowna as fast as they can, which
is sad, because
I think West
Kelowna
has
a lot to offer. I hope that this project moves forward, but also that the district considers more areas ofSummary
improvement,
Report
such as revitalizing Main Street, doing more landscaping, etc.

1

Its not worth going to the skatepark. We get kicked out of spots and they tell us to go there but its not even skateable
anymore. fix it

1

The grounds are quite uneven for older folk to walk on, perhaps a little solid walk could be built down the center at least,

1

If you are going to upgrade the area, bathrooms should be included in the upgrade. I take bootcamp through the JBC
and in the warmer months we use the field. Its a huge hassle to run all the way up to the pool to use the bathroom

1

There are other parks in the area that are being neglected, look after them first. park in Casa Loma, 2 parks in Lakeview
Heights. THis communty is called West Kelown and Westbank is just a neighbourhood and too much attention is being
paid to one neighbourhood.

1

Enjoy Westside days with all the music. Could do a local weekend talent in the summer. Westbank has lots of talent.
Live musci brings the community together

1

When my grand kids are waiting for lessons..there is nothing to do...can't a playground be built with the help of local
clubs?

1

I feel the skatepark should be a priority, as it's one of the few places on the Westside that kids/teens can come and
have fun at their leisure, while exercising. A new skatepark design is sorely needed, built by professionals that can
compete with any of the other newer parks in the Okanagan.

1

Need something like an Italian village square. Like a fountains. The middle. Lots of walk ways that yo can hike or walk.
Benches. Ice cream. Spray park. Swings. Basketball courts so you have something to watch. Could have ice rink in
winter. It's a dead zone in westbank. We have so much potential. Think old European town square - cant go wrong with
that.

1

The skatepark is terrible and needs to updated there are tons and tons of kids that skateboard in west kelowna and
they are forced to go skateboard at local businesses because the skatepark that is provided is very very unsafe and it
lacks having obstacles that are actually fun

1

my husband and I loved the Music in the Park last summer. Apart from the 2 thunderstorms we attended every show.
We look forward to more upcoming community activities.

1

I answered with a lot of sarcasm on this survey. Unfortunately, I really did have no idea what Memorial Park was until
the question with Westside Daze. There's obviously something wrong there.

1

Benches,entertainment stage portable or perm. I think leaving it open as a wide field is good then people if they want to
fly a kite or fly model airplanes, frisbee,kick/throw a ball ,sometimes to wants to set a net they can or if kids just want to
run and play.or if you want to sit and look at the view you can or sit and listen to local talent is good too.

1

Somehow make it more visible so it's not a place where people go to drink at night - we stopped going because there
was always broken glass there, better lighting maybe?? A recycling bin for people's empties at least?

1

I have lived in West Kelowna for over 20 years and only recently became aware of this park because of Westside Daze.
Perhaps some additional amenities, signage & promotion will increase it's profile for in the community.

1

parking!!!!! easier access!!!! more music events and dramas would be good too!!!!!! more family events!!!!!

1

I hope the existing hedge along the paved and gravel parking is left as is because the quail hide in it for protection from
the large crows that kill the very young. I think all the trails all around Memorial Park are a real nice feature and should
be left as natural as possible. I like the idea of fixing a mud hole with some gravel or improving some places that could
be dangerest. I have seen lots of deer because my walks are very early in the morning when it is quite. They are there
because it is a bit isolated and quite. I think the existing band stand should be replaced with a permanent structure
facing the hill for the people for viewing.

1

I think it would be easier to get a skate park up and running if there were sponsors. ie people donating land and money.
You could thank them by putting a permanent sign with their name on it by the skate park.

1

Make it accessible and appealing for all ages. I have been living here for 5 years and have never been there are its just
too blah.

1

I think it should be named the Johnson Bentley Memorial Park to combine it with a facility that is already known, . Less
confusion as to where it is located.

1

Do not waste money at this location. We have other areas that should be priorities for spending. A few concerts a year,

be dangerest. I have seen lots of deer because my walks are very early in the morning when it is quite. They are there
because it is a bit isolated and quite. I think the existing band stand should be replaced with a permanent structure
facing the hill for the people for viewing.

1
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1

Make it accessible and appealing for all ages. I have been living here for 5 years and have never been
there are its Report
just
Summary
too blah.

1

I think it should be named the Johnson Bentley Memorial Park to combine it with a facility that is already known, . Less
confusion as to where it is located.

1

Do not waste money at this location. We have other areas that should be priorities for spending. A few concerts a year,
do not justify costly additions at this park.

1

I would deffinatly like to see a playground go into the park, that way ALL ages can enjoy it. More trees planted for shade
aswell.

1

Instead of the shortened name of "Memorial Park" I would like to see the name changed to Johnson-Bentley Memorial
Park to honour and respect those Westbank families that were a very important part of our community.

1
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1

I think a community garden maintained by residents living nearby (even from the assisted living buildings) would be a
terrific. A portion of the garden's produce could go to residents, and a portion could be sold to a partner in the
community that West Kelowna could approach, such as Mission Hill Winery's restaurant. I know they are a fairly
substantial purchaser of local produce.

1

The hillside makes it a natural concert bowl venue, I would like to see lots more musical events there.

1

I would like to see a mountain bike skills park on the westside and Memorial park would be a great location.

1

Work with WFN to have better access to the park adjacent to A&W(ie parking lot, signage, lighting)

1

I would like to see the proposed West Kelowna Daybreak Rotary play area approved and placed in an appropriate area
for children to play.Visibly enough for ease of supervision.

1

Additional parking and signage are critical to the furtherance of the recreational/entertainment use of this area.

1

It would be great to see West Kelowna take on a more cultured and community vibe, I'd love to see an official farmer's
market moved to a bigger location that will attract more people.

1

Moving the skatepark to one side to allow for more parking would also make the park more accessible for people
wishing to use Memorial Park. A ramp needs to be build to allow persons with physical limitations to access the park.

1

Memorial park should be like any other city park amenity and have manicured gardens, shaded areas for seniors and
young children and areas for young play, teen play and adult gathering places and benches. Ultimately the park should
be a place families of all ages should be able to visit and all have sources of recreation.

1

This would be a great park for adult users, with a view like it has a nice zen like park would be greatly appreciated with
nice gardens to enjoy.

1

Starting a new project park when so many other parks within DWK are neglected or incomplete may not be prudent.
Where is the priority list? Where is the park inventory? Where is the ten year plan? Is the squeeky wheel getting the
grease?

1

Hope this is first stage of plan allowing more public input over the years. What's our hurry-see is its used more after
every improvement. Just clean/ open up areas for safety reasons. Make walking/bike trails.

Email Address
Count

Response

1

Austinguillemin@yahoo.ca

1

Beaulyons@live.ca

1

Bnbeselt@hotmail.com

1

Hunt.melissa.rae@gmail.com

1

Jpaodiaz@shaw.ca

1

Marcus.hampson@gmail.com

1

Mysticwriter1@gmail.com

1

Sebastian199924@hotmail.cA

Memorial Park
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APPENDIX C

Public Feedback
Survey

Welcome
Based on feedback from a public survey completed in early March, a concept
has been developed for Memorial Park. The concept plan is included on page 3
of this survey, or to view the concept full-size, please visit the District's website at:
www.districtofwestkelowna.ca
Please complete this survey to provide your feedback on the proposed concept
and to help identify anything we may have missed.

Would you rather
complete this survey online?
Please go to:
www.districtofwestkelowna.ca

Please complete your response no later than:

Friday, March 29th, 2013.

1

3

2

4

5
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The park today

Dobbin Road

Old Okanagan Highway

Westbank First Nation

Undeveloped
Parkland

Skate
park

JBMAC
Field

JBMAC Parking
Memorial Park
Parking
Westbank First Nation

Legend
Memorial Park
Boundary

Field

Existing platform

Westbank First Nation
Land

Skatepark

Significant Slope

0

Parking lot
2

3

4

5
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Proposed park plan
new
Memorial
Grove

new bike
skills park

new upper
parking lot
new skate
park

Old Okanagan Highway

tiered seating
drop-off loop
possible JBMAC
expansion area

expanded
stage
Johnson Bentley
Memorial Aquatic
Centre (JBMAC)
field

upgraded slope

new playground

existing

road

Westbank First Nation

expanded lower
parking lot
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Proposed features
The proposed park plan on page 3 shows directions for park development.
Please let us know if you support or do not support the following directions.
Expanded Stage
•
•

Options: Temporary or Permanent stage
Upgraded lighting and power supply

Tiered Seating
•
•
•
•

Grass tiers with grass slopes or grass with retaining
walls
Stairs and access ramps
Lighting
Grass seating and space for chairs

Drop-off Loop
•
•

New road and drop-off loop adjacent to tiered
seating
Includes entry plaza and lighting

Expanded Parking
•
•
•

Existing parking south of the field is expanded and
formalized (+/- 50 stalls)
New parking with drop-off area is created north of
JBMAC (+/- 45 stalls)
Temporary parking is added directly north
of JBMAC (+/- 20 stalls) - removed if JBMAC is
expanded in the future

New Skate Park
•
•
•

Moved north of its current location
Expanded and upgraded final design to be
selected in consultation with user groups
Lighting

◦◦
◦◦

Support
Don't Support

Support
Don't Support

◦◦

Support
Don't Support

◦◦

Support
Don't Support

◦◦

Support
Don't Support

◦◦

Support
Don't Support

◦◦

Support
Don't Support

Bike Skills Park
•
•
•
•

New Bike Skills park developed north of the skate
park, utilizing existing rolling topography
Separated from Memorial Grove by fence or
vegetation
Lighting
Final design and components to be selected in
consultation with user groups

Playground
•
•
•
•

Adjacent to JBMAC entry
Equipment for ages 2-5 and 5-12
Natural play features
Benches and picnic tables

4
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Proposed features

cont'd...

Memorial Grove
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated into hills north of the field site,
maintaining natural vegetation
Opportunities for memorial plantings
Potential future location for cenotaph
Accessible walking trails and passive recreation
Benches

Connection between JBMAC and Field
•
•

Path, crosswalk and stairs
Signage

Connection Between Upper parking lot and JBMAC entry
•

Accessible pathway

Upgraded Slope
•

Options: Landscaped gardens or naturalized slope

Existing Field
•

Field remains in current location

◦◦
◦◦
◦◦
◦◦
◦◦

Support
Don't Support

Support
Don't Support

Support
Don't Support

Support
Don't Support

Support
Don't Support

If you don't support one or more of the proposed features above, or you have any
comments about the proposed features, please write them below.
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Comparing Options

Plan

Comparing Options

Based on feedback from the initial Memorial Park survey, the stage and slope treatment were
identified as short-term priority features. To help advance design of these features, several
options are being considered. These options are compared on the following three pages. Please
Basedyour
on feedback
from the for
initial
Memorial
Park survey,
stage and
treatments
identified
as short-term priorities. To help
let us know
preferences
the
stage and
slopethe
designs
byslope
selecting
the were
option
you prefer.

Please let us know your preferences for the options by completing a survey or talking with us.

Stage Type
Temporary

Option:

Tiered Seating Facing S

Permanent

Please write any comments you
Grass Tiers with Grass Slopes Grass Tiers
have about stage type.

Concept Images:

Key Features:

•
•
•

*Estimate of Cost:

Timeframe:
Anticipated Pros:

•
•
•
•

Temporary structure erected for
events in multiple locations
Can include elements like backdrop,
railings, roof, etc.
Upgraded lighting and sound

•
•
•

•
•

Your preference:
(please check one)

•
•
•

Lawn tiers with lawn slopes
between
Approximately 5-6 tiers, 1.5m wide
with 1.5m slopes between
Access stairs and ramps

$50,000 - $150,000

$200,000 - $400,000

$150,000 - $250,000

(cost varies depending on size and elements
included - ie. roof, lighting, sound system, etc.)

(cost varies depending on size and elements
included - ie. roof, lighting, sound system, etc.)

(cost varies depending on size of area and
number of stair/ramp access points, lighting)

1 - 5 years

5 - 10 + years

1 - 5 years

Lower initial investment
Could be used elsewhere in the
community
Reduced potential for vandalism
Variety of configurations available

•
•
•
•

Anticipated Cons:

Permanent structure
Potential backdrop or roof structure
Integrated lighting and sound

Routine set-up/take down for each
event
Storage location required when not
in use

◦

•
•
•

Attractive legacy feature that adds
value to the park
Opportunity for local artist/youth
participation in design
Opportunity for fund-raising/grants/
donations
Backdrop could be used for movie
screenings
Higher initial investment
Maintenance requirements and
higher long-term costs
Potential for vandalism

◦

•
•

Lower initial investment
Aesthetically pleasing if well
designed and installed
Seating capacity of up to +/- 500
(excluding slope areas)

•
•
•

Lawn tiers
between
Approxima
with 0.5m
Access sta

$250

(cost varies d
number of sta

•
•
•

Easier to m
Aesthetica
Walls prov
•
to grass
• Capacity o
requires le
• Walls coul
*Estimates are based on preliminary
commemo
conceptual design and are provided

for comparison purposes only. Costs
• Higher maintenance and more
• Higher init
will vary
based on design elements
potential maintenance issues
selected (e.g. roof on the stage).
• Higher long-term cost
Design refinement will provide more
accurate cost estimating.

* Estimates are based on preliminary conceptual design and are provided for comparison purposes only. Costs will vary based on design elements selected (e.g. a roof on th

Temporary Stage

Permanent Stage
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Comparing
Options
cont'd...
Comparing
Options

Park survey, the stage and slope
Based
treatments
on feedback
were
from
identified
the initial
as short-term
Memorial Park
priorities.
survey,Tothe
help
stage
advance
and slope
design
treatments
of these features,
were identified
severalasoptions
short-term
are compared
priorities. below.
To help
options by completing a survey
Please
or talking
let uswith
know
us.your preferences for the options by completing a survey or talking with us.

tage Type

Tiered Seating
Stage Type
Facing Stage
Permanent

Option:

Grass Tiers
Temporary
with Grass Slopes

Grass TiersPermanent
with Concrete Walls

Slope Treatment
Tiered(on
Seating
slopes Facing
not used
S
Please write any comments you
Grass
GrassTiers
or Naturalized
with Grass Slope
Slopes Grass Tiers
Plan
have about tiered seating.

Concept Images:

drop,

•
•
•

Permanent structure Key Features:
Potential backdrop or roof structure
Integrated lighting and sound

$200,000 *Estimate
- $400,000of Cost:

ents
etc.)

(cost varies depending on size and elements
included - ie. roof, lighting, sound system, etc.)

5 - 10 + yearsTimeframe:
•
•

m
ble

•
•

ach

•
•

not
•

•• Temporary
Lawn tiersstructure
with lawnerected
slopesfor
events
in multiple locations
between
•• Can
include elements
like1.5m
backdrop,
Approximately
5-6 tiers,
wide
railings,
roof,
etc. between
with 1.5m
slopes
•• Upgraded
lighting
sound
Access stairs
and and
ramps

$150,000
$50,000 - -$150,000
$250,000

•• Permanent
Lawn tiers structure
with concrete walls
between backdrop or roof structure
• Potential
Approximately
12 tiers,
2m wide
•• Integrated
lighting
and sound
with 0.5m walls between
• Access stairs and ramps

••
•
•
•
•

$200,000
$250,000 -- $400,000
$400,000

Lawn
tiers
with lawn
slopes
Similar
to existing
slope
condition
between
Potential to naturalize the slope
Approximately
5-6 tiers,
wide
with native grasses
and 1.5m
planting
with
New1.5m
stair slopes
access between
to field
Access stairs and ramps

$150,000
$15,000 -- $250,000
$75,000

(cost
(cost
varies
varies
depending
depending
onon
size
size
and
of elements
area and
included
number-of
ie.stair/ramp
roof, lighting,
access
sound
points,
system,
lighting)
etc.)

(costvaries
variesdepending
dependingononsize
sizeand
of area
and
(cost
elements
number-ofie.stair/ramp
access
points,
lighting)
included
roof, lighting,
sound
system,
etc.)

(cost
varies
depending
onon
level
(cost
varies
depending
sizeofofnaturalization
area and
and habitat
creation)
number of stair/ramp
access
points, lighting)

11--55years
years

5 5- -1010+ years
years

11 -- 55 years
years

Attractive legacyAnticipated
feature that Pros:
adds
value to the park
Opportunity for local artist/youth
participation in design
Opportunity for fund-raising/grants/
donations
Backdrop could be used for movie
screenings

•• Lower
Lowerinitial
initialinvestment
investment
•• Could
be used pleasing
elsewhere
in the
Aesthetically
if well
community
designed and installed
•• Reduced
potentialofforupvandalism
Seating capacity
to +/- 500
(excluding
slope areas) available
• Variety
of configurations

•• Attractive
legacy feature that adds
Easier to maintain
to the park
• value
Aesthetically
pleasing
•• Opportunity
forseating
local artist/youth
Walls provide
alternatives
participation
in design
to grass
•• Opportunity
fund-raising/grants/
Capacity of for
up to
+/- 800 and
donations
requires less area
•• Backdrop
could
used
Walls could
be be
used
forfor movie
screenings
commemorative displays

Higher initial investment
Anticipated Cons:
Maintenance requirements and
higher long-term costs
Potential for vandalism

Higher maintenance
and more
•• Routine
set-up/take down
for each
potential maintenance issues
event
Higher long-term
cost when not
•• Storage
location required
in use

•• Higher
Higherinitial
initialinvestment
investment
• Maintenance requirements and
higher long-term costs
• Potential for vandalism

◦

◦

•• Lawn
tiers
Landscape
between
tiered slop
•• Approxima
New stair
with 0.5m
• Access sta

••
••
•
•

$250
$25

(costvaries
variesde
d
(cost
number of sta
co

Lower
initial investment
Low investment
Aesthetically
pleasing if well
Drought-tolerant
designed
installed
Potential and
habitat
creation (if slope
Seating
capacity of up to +/- 500
is naturalized)
(excluding slope areas)

•• Easier
to m
High aesth
•• Aesthetica
Increased
•• Walls
Could prov
be c
to
grass
partnershi
for-profit os
• Capacity
requires le
• Walls coul
*Estimates are based on preliminary
commemo
conceptual design and are provided

for comparison purposes only. Costs
•• Higher
maintenance
and
more
•• Higher
init
Lower aesthetic
value
and
function
High initia
will vary
based
on design elements
maintenance
• potential
Little change
to existingissues
conditions
• Ongoing m
selected (e.g. roof on the stage).
• Higher long-term cost
• Higher lon
Design refinement will provide more
accurate cost estimating.

ceptual design and are provided for comparison purposes only.* Estimates
Costs will are
varybased
basedononpreliminary
design elements
conceptual
selected
design
(e.g.and
a roof
are on
provided
the stage).
for comparison
Design refinement
purposes
will
only.
provide
Costs
more
will accurate
vary based
cost
on estimating.
design elements selected (e.g. a roof on th

Your preference:
(please check one)

Grass Tiers with
Grass Slope

Grass Tiers with
Concrete Walls
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Plan

Comparing
Options
cont'd
Comparing
Options

m priorities. To help advance design
Based on
of these
feedback
features,
from the
several
initialoptions
Memorial
are compared
Park survey,
below.
the stage and slope treatments were identified as short-term priorities. To help
Please let us know your preferences for the options by completing a survey or talking with us.

ating Facing Stage

pes

wide

Grass Tiers with ConcreteOption:
Walls

Grass orTemporary
Naturalized Slope

Planted
Permanent
Gardens

Tiered Seating Facing S
Please write any comments you
Grass Tiers with Grass Slopes Grass Tiers
have about slope treatment.

Concept Images:

•
•
•

Key Features:
Lawn tiers with concrete
walls
between
Approximately 12 tiers, 2m wide
with 0.5m walls between
Access stairs and ramps

••
•
•
•
•

$250,000*Estimate
- $400,000of Cost:

5 - 10 yearsTimeframe:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temporary
erected
for
Similar to structure
existing slope
condition
events
in multiple
locations
Potential
to naturalize
the slope
Can
likeplanting
backdrop,
withinclude
native elements
grasses and
railings,
roof,
etc. to field
New stair
access
Upgraded lighting and sound

•• Permanent
structure
Landscaped
gardens planted on
tiered slope
• Potential
backdrop or roof structure
New stair lighting
access to
•• Integrated
andfield
sound

•
•
•

$50,000
$15,000- -$150,000
$75,000

(cost varies depending on size of area and
number of stair/ramp access points, lighting)

and
ting)

00

Slope Treatment (onStage
slopesType
not used for tiered seating)

Lawn tiers with lawn slopes
between
Approximately 5-6 tiers, 1.5m wide
with 1.5m slopes between
Access stairs and ramps

(cost
of naturalization
(costvaries
variesdepending
dependingon
onlevel
size and
elements
and habitat
included - ie. roof,
lighting,creation)
sound system, etc.)

$200,000
$250,000--$400,000
$500,000

$150,000 - $250,000

(cost
(cost varies
varies depending
depending on
on size
number
and of
elements
tiers and
included - ie. complexity
roof, lighting,
of planting)
sound system, etc.)

(cost varies depending on size of area and
number of stair/ramp access points, lighting)

11--55years
years

5 -10
10++years
years

1 - 5 years

Anticipated Pros:
Easier to maintain
Aesthetically pleasing
Walls provide seating alternatives
to grass
Capacity of up to +/- 800 and
requires less area
Walls could be used for
commemorative displays

••
••
•
•
•

Higher initial investment
Anticipated Cons:

Lower aesthetic
value
andfor
function
•• Routine
set-up/take
down
each
• event
Little change to existing conditions
• Storage location required when not
in use

Lower
initial investment
Low investment
Could
be used elsewhere in the
Drought-tolerant
community
Potential habitat creation (if slope
Reduced
potential for vandalism
is naturalized)
Variety of configurations available

◦

•• Attractive
legacyvalue
feature that adds
High aesthetic
to theuse
parkof site
• value
Increased
•• Opportunity
for local
Could be created
andartist/youth
maintained in
participation
in design
partnership with
volunteer or not• Opportunity
for fund-raising/grants/
for-profit society
donations
• Backdrop could be used for movie
screenings
••
••
•
•

Higher
initialinvestment
investment
High initial
Maintenance
requirements
and
Ongoing maintenance
requirements
higher
Higherlong-term
long termcosts
costs
Potential for vandalism

◦

•
•

Lower initial investment
Aesthetically pleasing if well
designed and installed
Seating capacity of up to +/- 500
(excluding slope areas)

•
•
•

Lawn tiers
between
Approxima
with 0.5m
Access sta

$250

(cost varies d
number of sta

•
•
•

Easier to m
Aesthetica
Walls prov
•
to grass
• Capacity o
requires le
• Walls coul
*Estimates are based on preliminary
commemo
conceptual design and are provided

for comparison purposes only. Costs
• Higher maintenance and more
• Higher init
will vary
based on design elements
potential maintenance issues
selected (e.g. roof on the stage).
• Higher long-term cost
Design refinement will provide more
accurate cost estimating.

s selected (e.g. a roof on the stage). Design refinement will provide
* Estimates
more accurate
are basedcost
on preliminary
estimating.conceptual design and are provided for comparison purposes only. Costs will vary based on design elements selected (e.g. a roof on th

Your preference:
(please check one)

Grass or Naturalized
Slope

Planted Gardens
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Priorities
To help us better understand which features you would like to have incorporated in a
temporary or permanent stage, please rate the importance of each of the following
from 1 to 4. (1 = not important, 4= very important)
Not					
Important				

Very
Important

Roof Structure

1

2

3

4

Backdrop

1

2

3

4

Sound System

1

2

3

4

Lighting

1

2

3

4

Based on the proposed improvements to Memorial Park listed below, please list the 3 projects
would you like to see completed first.
Expanded Temporary Stage			Bike Skills Park					
Expanded Permanent Stage			
Playground
Grass Tiered Seating with Grass Slopes		
Memorial Grove
Grass Tiered Seating with Retaining Wall		
Connection between JBMAC and Field
Drop-off Loop					
Connection between Upper Parking & JBMAC Entry
Parking - Lower Lot (south of field)		
Planted Garden Slope Treatment
Parking - Upper Lot (north of JBMAC)		
Natural Grass Slope Treatment
Expanded Skate Park

Priority 1
Priority 2
Priority 3

Do you have another idea for Memorial Park that was not listed?
Please describe your idea below.
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Comments?
Do you have any other comments or ideas you would like to share about Memorial Park?
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Thank you!
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your responses, along with
those of fellow community members, will help inform the Memorial Park Plan.
To return your paper survey:
•

Drop it off or mail it to the District of West Kelowna offices:
Attn: Mark Roberts
District of West Kelowna
Development Services Division
2760 Cameron Road
West Kelowna, BC V1Z 2T6

•

Fax it to the District of West Kelowna Planning
Department at: 778-797-1001

•

Scan and email to:
mark.roberts@districtofwestkelowna.ca

Do you know anyone else
who would be interested in
filling out this survey?
Please direct them to:
www.districtofwestkelowna.ca

If you would rather submit the survey online, please visit:
www.districtofwestkelowna.ca

How to stay informed
If you would like to stay informed about the Memorial Park Plan and other
District of West Kelowna projects/ initiatives, please provide your email below:

Email: ____________________________________________________________

The Memorial Park Plan will be developed over the next month. Please visit
the project website for updates at: www.districtofwestkelowna.ca.
• If you have additional questions or comments, please contact:
		Mark Roberts, Parks Planning Analyst
		Email: mark.roberts@districtofwestkelowna.ca
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APPENDIX D:
Memorial Park Plan Feedback Survey Results
Summary Report

Survey: Memorial Park Public Feedback Survey

Don't Support 14.7%
Don't Support 14.7%
Don't Support 14.7%
Don't Support 14.7%

Support 85.3%
Support 85.3%
Support 85.3%
Support 85.3%

Expanded Stage:- Options: Temporary or Permanent Stage - Upgraded lighting and power supply
Expanded Stage:- Options: Temporary or Permanent Stage - Upgraded lighting and power supply
Expanded
Stage:- Options: Temporary or Permanent StageCount
- Upgraded
lightingStatistics
and power supply
Value
Percent %
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
Expanded
Stage:Options:
Temporary
or
Permanent
Stage
Upgraded
lighting
andResponses
power supply75
Support
64
85.3%
Total
Value

Support
Don't
Support
Value
Support
Don't Support
Support
Don't
Support

Count

Percent %

11
Count
64

14.7%
Percent
%
85.3%

64

11
64
11

Don't Support

85.3%

14.7%
85.3%
14.7%

11

Statistics

Total Responses
Statistics
Total Responses

75
75

Total Responses

75

14.7%

Tiered Seating:- Grass tiers with grass slopes or grass with retaining wallsTiered
Grass
tiers with
grassGrass
slopesseating
or grass
with
retaining
wallsStairsSeating:and access
rampsLightingand
space
for chairs
Tiered
Grass
tiers with
grassGrass
slopes
or grass
retaining
wallsStairsSeating:and access
rampsLightingseating
andwith
space
for chairs
Stairs
and
access
rampsLightingGrass
seating
and
space
for
chairs
Tiered Seating:Grass
tiers
with grass slopes or grass with retaining wallsDon't
Support
10.8%
Don't Support
10.8%Lighting- Grass seating and space for chairs
Stairs and access
rampsDon't Support 10.8%
Don't Support 10.8%

Support 89.2%
Support 89.2%
Support 89.2%

Tiered Seating:- Grass tiers with grass slopes or grass with
retaining walls- Stairs and access
Support 89.2%
Tiered Seating:- Grass tiers with grass slopes or grass with
retaining walls- Stairs and access
rampsLighting- Grass tiers
seating
and
space
for chairs
Tiered Seating:withand
grass
slopes
or grass with retaining walls- Stairs and access
rampsLighting- Grass
Grass seating
space
for chairs
Tiered
withand
grass
slopes
or grass with
retaining
Stairs
and access
rampsLighting- Grass
Grass tiers
seating
space
for chairs
Value Seating:Count
Percentwalls%
Statistics
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
rampsLighting- Grass seating and space for chairs
Support
66 Percent
89.2%
T
otal Responses
74
Value
Count
%
Statistics
Support
Don't Support
Value
Support
Support

8
Count
66

66

10.8%
Percent
%
89.2%

89.2%

Total Responses
Statistics
Total Responses

74
74

66

89.2%

Total Responses

74

Drop-off Loop:- New road and drop-off loop adjacent to tiered seating-

Don't Support
Don't Support
Don't Support

8

10.8%

8 to tiered
10.8%
Drop-off Loop:- New road and drop-off loop adjacent
seatingIncludes entry plaza and lighting
8Park
10.8%
Drop-off Loop:- New road and drop-offMemorial
loop adjacent
to tiered
seatingPlan
Feedback
Includes entry plaza and lighting
Don't Support 21.9%
Drop-off
Loop:- New road and drop-off loop adjacent to tiered seatingIncludes entry plaza and lighting
Don'tLoop:Support 21.9%
Drop-off
New road and drop-off loop adjacent to tiered seatingIncludes entry plaza and lighting

APPENDIX D:
Survey Results
Summary Report

Don't Support 21.9%
Don't Support 21.9%

Support 78.1%

Support 78.1%

Drop-off Loop:- New road and drop-off loop adjacent to tiered seating- Includes entry plaza and
Support 78.1%
lighting
Drop-off Loop:- New road and drop-off loop adjacent to tiered seating- Includes entry plaza and
Support 78.1%
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
lighting
Support
57
78.1%
Totalentry
Responses
Drop-off Loop:- New road and drop-off loop adjacent to tiered seating- Includes
plaza and73
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
Don't Support
16
21.9%
lighting
Support Loop:- New road and drop-off loop adjacent to tiered
57 seating78.1%Includes
Totalentry
Responses
Drop-off
plaza and73
Value
Count
Percent
%
Statistics
Don't Support
16
21.9%
lighting
Support

Value

Don't Support
Support
Don't Support

57

78.1%

Total Responses

Count Percent %
Statistics
16 and formalized
21.9% (+/- 50 stalls)Expanded Parking:- Existing parking south of the field is expanded
57
78.1%
Total Responses
New parking with drop-off area is created north of JBMAC (+/- 45 stalls)- Temporary parking is
added
directly
north
of
JBMAC
(+/20
stalls)
removed
if
JBMAC
is
expanded
in
the
16 and formalized
21.9% (+/- 50future
Expanded Parking:- Existing parking south of the field is expanded
stalls)-

73
73

New parking with drop-off area is created north of JBMAC (+/- 45 stalls)- Temporary parking is
Support 13.7%
added directly northDon't
of JBMAC
(+/- 20 stalls) - removed if JBMAC is expanded in the future
Expanded Parking:- Existing parking south of the field is expanded and formalized (+/- 50 stalls)New parking with drop-off area is created north of JBMAC (+/- 45 stalls)- Temporary parking is
Don't Support 13.7%
added Parking:directly north
of JBMAC
(+/20 stalls)
removed
if JBMAC
is formalized
expanded (+/in the50future
Expanded
Existing
parking
south
of the -field
is expanded
and
stalls)New parking with drop-off area is created north of JBMAC (+/- 45 stalls)- Temporary parking is
added directly northDon't
of JBMAC
(+/- 20 stalls) - removed if JBMAC is expanded in the future
Support 13.7%
Don't Support 13.7%

Support 86.3%

Support 86.3%

Expanded Parking:- Existing parking south of the field is expanded and formalized (+/- 50 stalls)New parking with drop-off area is created north of JBMAC (+/- 45 stalls)- Temporary parking is
Support 86.3% and formalized (+/- 50 stalls)Expanded Parking:- Existing parking south of the field is expanded
added directly north of JBMAC (+/- 20 stalls) - removed if JBMAC is expanded in the future
New parking with drop-off area is created north of JBMAC Support
(+/- 45
stalls)- Temporary parking is
86.3%
Value
Count
%formalized
Statistics
Expanded
Parking:Existing
parking
south
of
the
field
is
expanded
50 stalls)added directly north of JBMAC (+/- 20 stalls) - removed if JBMAC Percent
is and
expanded
in
the(+/future
Support
86.3% Temporary
Total Responses
New
parking with drop-off area is created north of JBMAC (+/-6345 stalls)parking is 73
Value
Count Percent
Statistics
Expanded
Parking:- Existing parking south of the field is expanded
and%formalized
(+/- 50 stalls)Don't Support
10
added
directly north of JBMAC (+/- 20 stalls) - removed if JBMAC
is 13.7%
expanded in the future
Support
86.3% Temporary
Total Responses
New
parking with drop-off area is created north of JBMAC (+/-6345 stalls)parking is 73
Value
Count
Percent
%
Statistics
Don't Support
10
added
directly north of JBMAC (+/- 20 stalls) - removed if JBMAC
is 13.7%
expanded in the future
Support

Value

Don't Support
Support

63

Count

86.3%

Percent %

Total Responses

Statistics

New Skate Park:- Moved north of its current location- 10
Expanded
and upgraded
13.7%
63 groups86.3%
final design to be selected in consultation with user
Lighting Total Responses

Don't Support

10
Don't Support 13.5%

13.7%

73
73
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New Skate Park:- Moved north of its current
location- Expanded
and Feedback
upgraded
final design to be selected in consultation with user groups- Lighting
Summary Report
New Skate Park:- Moved north of its current location- Expanded and upgraded
final design
toSupport
be selected
in consultation with user groups- Lighting
Don't
13.5%
NewSkate
SkatePark:Park:-Moved
Movednorth
northofofitsitscurrent
currentlocationlocation-Expanded
Expandedand
andupgraded
upgraded
New
finaldesign
design
beselected
selected
consultationwith
withuser
usergroupsgroups-Lighting
Lighting
final
toto
be
ininconsultation
Don't
Support
13.5%
Don'tSupport
Support13.5%
13.5%
Don't

Support 86.5%

Support 86.5%

New Skate Park:- Moved north of its current location- Expanded and upgraded final design to be
selected in consultation with user groups- Lighting
Support86.5%
86.5%
Support
New Skate Park:- Moved north of its current location- Expanded and upgraded final design to be
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
selected
in consultation with user groups- Lighting
New
SkatePark:Park:-Moved
Movednorth
northof
ofits
itscurrent
currentlocationlocation-Expanded
Expanded
and
upgraded
final
designtotobe
be74
New
Skate
upgraded
final
design
Support
64 and
86.5%
Total
Responses
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
selected
in
consultation
with
user
groupsLighting
selected
in consultation with user groups- Lighting
Don't Support
10
13.5%
Support

64

Value
Value

Don't Support
Support
Support
Don'tSupport
Support
Don't

86.5%

Count Percent
Percent%%
Count

10
64
64

13.5%
86.5%
86.5%

Total Responses

74

Statistics
Statistics

TotalResponses
Responses
Total

74
74

10
13.5%
10
13.5%
Bike Skills Park:- New Bike Skills park developed north of the
skate park,
utilizing existing
rolling topography- Separated from Memorial Grove by fence or vegetation- Lighting- Final design
and components
to be
selected
in consultation
with
userpark,
groups
Bike Skills Park:New Bike Skills
park
developed
north of the
skate
utilizing existing
rolling topography- Separated from Memorial Grove by fence or vegetation- Lighting- Final design
Don't Support 13.5%
and components
to be
selected
in consultation
with
userpark,
groups
BikeSkills
SkillsPark:Park:NewBike
BikeSkills
Skills
park
developed
northofofthe
the
skate
park,
utilizingexisting
existing
Bike
New
park
developed
north
skate
utilizing
rollingtopographytopography-Separated
Separatedfrom
fromMemorial
MemorialGrove
Groveby
byfence
fenceororvegetationvegetation-LightingLighting-Final
Finaldesign
design
rolling
Don't
Support 13.5%
andcomponents
components
beselected
selectedininconsultation
consultationwith
withuser
usergroups
groups
and
totobe
Don'tSupport
Support13.5%
13.5%
Don't

Support 86.5%

Support 86.5%

Bike Skills Park:- New Bike Skills park developed north of the skate park, utilizing existing rolling
topography- Separated from Memorial Grove by fence or vegetationLighting- Final design and
Support86.5%
86.5%
Support
Bike
Skills
Park:New
Bike
Skills
park
developed
north
of
the
skate
park,
utilizing existing rolling
components to be selected in consultation with user groups
topography- Separated from Memorial Grove by fence or vegetation- Lighting- Final design and
Bike
SkillsPark:Park:-New
NewBike
BikeSkills
Skillspark
parkdeveloped
developednorth
northof
ofthe
theskate
skate
park,
utilizing
existingrolling
rolling
Value
Count
Percent
% utilizing
Statistics
Bike
Skills
park,
existing
components
to be selected
in consultation
with user groups
topographySeparatedfrom
fromMemorial
MemorialGrove
Groveby
byfence
fenceor
orvegetationvegetationLighting-TFinal
Final
designand
and 74
topographySeparated
Lightingdesign
Support
64
86.5%
otal
Responses
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
components
tobe
beselected
selectedininconsultation
consultationwith
withuser
usergroups
groups10
components
Don't Support to
13.5%
Support
Value
Value

Don't Support
Support
Support
Don'tSupport
Support
Don't

64

86.5%

Count Percent
Percent%%
Count

10
64
64

13.5%
86.5%
86.5%

10
10

13.5%
13.5%

Total Responses

74

Statistics
Statistics

TotalResponses
Responses
Total

74
74
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Playground:- Adjacent to JBMAC entry- Equipment for ages 2-5 and 5-12 Summary Report
Natural play features- Benches and picnic tables
Playground:- Adjacent to JBMAC entry- Equipment for ages 2-5 and 5-12 Natural
play featuresBenches and picnic tables
Don't Support
9.6%
Playground:to
entryDon't Support
9.6%
Playground:- Adjacent
Adjacent
to JBMAC
JBMAC
entry- Equipment
Equipment for
for ages
ages 2-5
2-5 and
and 5-12
5-12 -Natural
play
featuresBenches
and
picnic
tables
Natural play features- Benches and picnic tables
Don't Support 9.6%
Don't Support 9.6%

Support 90.4%
Support 90.4%

Playground:- Adjacent to JBMAC entry- Equipment for ages 2-5 and 5-12
Benches and Adjacent
picnic tables
Playground:to JBMAC entry- Equipment for ages
Support2-5
90.4%and 5-12
Support 90.4%
Benches
and
picnic
tables
Value
Count Percent %
Playground:Adjacent
to
JBMAC
entryEquipment
for
ages
2-5
5-12
Support
66 and
90.4%
Playground:Adjacent to JBMAC entry- Equipment for agesCount
2-5
and
5-12
Value
Percent
%
Benches
and
picnic
tables
Don't Support
7
9.6%
Benches
and picnic tables
Support

Value Support
Don't
Value

Support
Support
Don't
Don't Support
Support

66

90.4%

Count
7
Count

Percent
%
9.6%
Percent
%

- Natural play features- Natural play featuresStatistics

-- Natural
play
T
otal Responses
Natural
play featuresfeatures-73
Statistics
Total Responses

73

Statistics
Statistics

66
90.4%
T
66
90.4%
Total
otal Responses
Responses
7
9.6%
Memorial Grove:- Integrated into hills north of the field site, maintaining
natural vegetation7
9.6%

73
73

Opportunities for memorial plantings- Potential future location for cenotaph- Accessible walking
Memorial Grove:- Integrated
into
hills
north of
the field site,
maintaining natural vegetationtrails
and
passive
recreationBenches
Opportunities for memorial plantings- Potential future location for cenotaph- Accessible walking
trails12.3%
and passive recreation- Benches
Don't Support
Memorial Grove:- Integrated into hills north of the field site, maintaining natural vegetationMemorial Grove:- Integrated into hills north of the field site, maintaining natural vegetationOpportunities for memorial
plantingsfuture location for cenotaph- Accessible walking
Don't Support
12.3% Potential
Opportunities for memorial
plantingsPotential future location for cenotaph- Accessible walking
trails and passive recreation- Benches
trails and passive recreation- Benches
Don't Support 12.3%
Don't Support 12.3%

Support 87.7%
Support 87.7%

Memorial Grove:- Integrated into hills north of the field site, maintaining natural vegetationOpportunities
for memorial
Potential
future
for cenotaphAccessible
walking
Memorial
Grove:Integratedplantingsinto hills north
of the
fieldlocation
site,
maintaining
natural
vegetationSupport
87.7%
Support 87.7%
trails and passive
recreationBenchesPotential future location for cenotaph- Accessible walking
Opportunities
for memorial
plantingsMemorial
hills
maintaining
vegetationtrails
passive Integrated
recreation-into
Benches
Valueand Grove:Percent %natural
Memorial
Grove:Integrated
into
hills north
north of
of the
the field
field site,
site,Count
maintaining
naturalStatistics
vegetationOpportunities
for
memorial
plantingsPotential
future
location
for
cenotaphAccessible
walking
Support
64
87.7%
T
otal
Responses
Opportunities
for
memorial
plantingsPotential
future
location
for
cenotaphAccessible
walking73
Value
Count Percent %
Statistics
trails
and
passive
recreationBenches
Don'tand
Support
9
12.3%
trails
passive recreation- Benches
Support

64

87.7%

Value Support
Don't
Value

Count
9
Count

Percent
%
12.3%
Percent
%

Support
Support
Don't
Don't Support
Support

64
64
9
9

87.7%
87.7%
12.3%
12.3%

Total Responses

73

Statistics
Statistics

T
Total
otal Responses
Responses

73
73
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Summary Report

Conncection between JBMAC and Field:- Path, crosswalk and stairs- Signage

Don't JBMAC
Support
6.9%
Conncection between
between
JBMAC
and Field:Field:- Path,
Path,crosswalk
crosswalk and
and stairsstairs- Signage
Signage
Conncection
and

Conncection between
JBMAC
and Field:- Path, crosswalk and stairs- Signage
Don't Support
Support 6.9%
6.9%
Don't
Don't Support 6.9%

Support 93.1%
Support 93.1%
93.1%
Support

Conncection between JBMAC and Field:- Path, crosswalk and stairs- Signage
Support 93.1%

Value
PercentSignage
%
Statistics
Conncection
between JBMAC
JBMAC and
and Field:Field:- Path,
Path, crosswalk
crosswalk Count
and stairsstairsSignage
Conncection
between
and
Support
67 stairs93.1%
Total Responses
Conncection
between JBMAC and Field:- Path, crosswalk Count
and
Signage
Value
Count Percent
Percent %
%
Statistics
Value
Statistics

5

6.9%

72

Don't Support
Value
Support
Support

Count
67
67

Percent
%
93.1%
93.1%

Total
otal Responses
Responses
TStatistics

72
72

Support
Don't
Support
Don't
Support

67
55

93.1%
6.9%
6.9%

Total Responses

72

Don't Support

5

6.9%

Connection between Upper parking lot and JBMAC entry- Accessible pathway
Connection between
between
Upper
parking lot
lot and
and JBMAC
JBMAC entryentry- Accessible
Accessible pathway
pathway
Connection
Upper
parking
Don't Support
10.8%
Connection between Upper parking lot and JBMAC entry- Accessible pathway
Don't Support
Support 10.8%
10.8%
Don't
Don't Support 10.8%

Support 89.2%
Support 89.2%
89.2%
Support

Connection between Upper parking lot and JBMAC entry- Support
Accessible
pathway
89.2%
Value
Count Percent
%
Statistics
Connection
between Upper
Upper parking
parking lot
lot and
and JBMAC
JBMAC entryentry- Accessible
Accessible
pathway
Connection
between
pathway
Support
66
89.2%
Total Responses
Connection
between Upper parking lot and JBMAC entry- Accessible
pathway
Value
Count Percent
Percent %
%
Statistics
Value
Count
Statistics

74

Don't Support
Value
Support
Support

8
Count
66
66

10.8%
Percent
%
89.2%
89.2%

Total
otal Responses
Responses
TStatistics

74
74

Support
Don't
Support
Don't
Support

66
88

89.2%
10.8%
10.8%

Total Responses

74

Don't Support

8

10.8%
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Summary Report
Upgraded Slope:- Options: Landscaped gardens or naturalized slope
Support 13.5%
UpgradedDon't
Slope:Options: Landscaped
Landscaped gardens
gardens or
or naturalized
naturalized slope
slope
Upgraded
Slope:Options:

Upgraded Slope:- Options: Landscaped gardens or naturalized slope
Don't
Don't Support
Support 13.5%
13.5%
Don't Support 13.5%

Support 86.5%

Support 86.5%

Support 86.5%
Upgraded Slope:- Options: Landscaped gardens or naturalized
slope
Support 86.5%

Value

Count

Percent %

Upgraded Slope:Slope:- Options:
Landscaped gardens
gardens or
naturalized slope
slope
Upgraded
Options: Landscaped
or naturalized
Support
64
86.5%
Upgraded
Slope:Options:
Landscaped
gardens
or
naturalized
slope
Value
Count
Percent
%
Value
Count
Percent
%
Don't Support
10
13.5%
Support
Value
Support
Don't
Support
Support
Don't
Support
Don't Support

Statistics

Total Responses

74

Statistics
Statistics

64
Count
64

86.5%
Percent
%
86.5%

Total
otal Responses
Responses
Statistics
T

74
74

10
64
10

13.5%
86.5%
13.5%

Total Responses

74

10

13.5%

Existing Field:- Field remains in current location
Don't Support 1.4%

Existing
Existing Field:Field:- Field
Field remains
remains in
in current
current location
location
Support
1.4%
ExistingDon't
Field:Field
Don't
Support
1.4%remains in current location
Don't Support 1.4%

Support 98.7%

Existing Field:- Field remains in current location
Value

Existing
Field:- Field remains in current location
Existing
Support Field:- Field remains in current location
Existing
Field:- Field remains in current location
Value
Value Support
Don't
Support
Value
Support
Don't
Support
Support
Don't
Support

Support 98.7%
98.7%
Support
Support 98.7%
Count

Percent %

Statistics

73

98.7%

Count
Count
1

Percent
%
Percent
%
1.4%

Total Responses
Statistics
Statistics

73
Count
73

98.7%
Percent
%
98.7%

T
Statistics
Total
otal Responses
Responses

74
74

1
73
1

1.4%
98.7%
1.4%

Total Responses

74

Don'tdon't
Support
1 you have
1.4% any comments about the
If you
support one or more of the proposed features above, or
proposed features, please write them below.
If you
you don't
don't support
support one
one or
or more
more of
of the
the proposed
proposed features
features above,
above, or
you have
have any
any comments
comments about
about the
If
or you
the

74

Existing Field:- Field remains in current location
Value

Count

Percent %

73

98.7%

Support

Statistics

Total Responses
74 D:
APPENDIX

1.4% Feedback Survey Results
Memorial1Park Plan
Summary Report

Don't Support

If you don't support one or more of the proposed features above, or you have any comments about the
proposed features, please write them below.
Count

Response

1

Bike park sounds like a great idea...

1

Don't waste green area on packing and roads. People can bike or walk its good for them.

1

These proposed changes would add tremendously to the community.

1

Options will have to be prioritized. I can support a bike park in the long run but don't know if there is a need for this now.
For now I would prefer a natural slope and maybe later change this for landscaped gardens if the need arises.
Memorial Grove would be nice, but first priority should be to get a temporary stage and seating. Concerts were very
popular last year and to improve the facility for this should be priority

1

Am VERY excited about the mountain bike skills area!!! What an awesome idea for our youth (or youthful-at-heart)!!
Way to get out community active and healthy!

1

It would be great to see a bike skills park! I'd like to see part of this off-leash dog park. (you asked)

1

I clicked don't support on the tiered seating, One or two at the top might be nice, but what's wrong with a nice old
fashioned sitting on a hill watching a concert? I do like the drawing, but there is small details I don't agree completely
with.

1

I support the entire concept plan. I think it provides an excellent gathering place for all ages in our community in a variety
of activities. Well done.

1

Don't feel strongly about the drop-off loop, just didn't think it seemed too important and wonder whether that space
could be used for something more valuable. Everything else sounds great, though I question how meaningful this
support / don't support format is.

1

No strong feelings against these things, just supported the most important ones. They are all valid and without cost it is
hard to vote.

1

This park development scheme must fit into the overall views of the community and not just the 187 people who
completed the survey for this upgrade. The 2012 Community Survey is a much larger sampling, and in that survey
citizens spoke repeatedly and plainly. 92% did not support increasing taxes for any service. 74% said services and
property taxes should remain the same or be lowered. Therefore, this overall park scheme should be significantly
altered to deliver a low cost solution. West Kelowna cannot deliver all things to all people on its impaired property tax
base.

What is your preference for stage type?

Temporary Stage 38.4%

Permanent Stage 61.6%

base.
citizens spoke repeatedly and plainly. 92% did not support increasing taxes for any service. 74% said services and
property taxes should remain the same or be lowered. Therefore, this overall park scheme should be significantly
altered to deliver a low cost solution. West Kelowna cannot deliver all things to all people on its impaired property tax
APPENDIX
base.
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Memorial Park Plan Feedback Survey Results
What is your preference for stage type?
Summary Report
What is your preference for stage type?

Temporary Stage 38.4%

Temporary Stage 38.4%

Permanent Stage 61.6%

Permanent Stage 61.6%

What is your preference for stage type?
Value

Count

Percent %

28

38.4%

Temporary
Stage
What
is your
preference for stage type?
Permanent Stage
Value

45

61.6%

Count

Percent %

Temporary Stage

28

38.4%

Permanent Stage

45

61.6%

Statistics

Total Responses

73

Statistics

Total Responses

73

Please write any comments you have about stage type.
Count

Response

1

I think the temporary one would be best because of the vandalism...

1

I would like to see some wood in the design

1

It should have a top and sides to direct the sound to the seating area

1

Permanent is the way to go! Lets invest in our community.

1

Stage must have a roof

1

The cost difference - permanent is better use of dollar.

1

This is a no-brainer. A simple permanent stage that lasts 10x as long is for sure the way to go.

1

Why throw money into something that's only going to last 5 years. West Kelowna is here to stay!

1

disagree completely no stage should be built.

1

love the idea of a permanent stage. Why pay that much for a temporary one...

1

temporary stage leaves more options open for use

1

temporary stage won't be vandalized.

1

Temporary won't get vandalized. Just needs to be big enough for a variety of events and must be partially covered for
nasty weather.

1

Although a temporary stage is a good idea, I don't think it would hold up to set-up/take down - add to that your list of
cons. Also, I believe it will cost more in the long run due to unanticipated device failure. Your con regarding vandalism is
moot - that could happen on any structure; temporary or permanent.

1

This is an ideal corner for community concert events, and the short term extra cost for the permanent structure, is well
worth the investment for years of enjoyment by the community.

1

looks like a temporary stage would be a cheaper investment up front but there are hidden costs every time it needs to
be set up, taken down and stored away, ultimately making it higher than it appears. A permanent stage provides a focal
point and gathering area for the community.

1

temporary stage won't be vandalized.

1

Temporary won't get vandalized. Just needs to be big enough for a variety of events and must be partially covered for
nasty weather.

1

Although a temporary stage is a good idea, I don't think it would hold up to set-up/take down - add to that your list of
Plan Your
Feedback
Survey
Results
cons. Also, I believe it will cost more in the long run due to Memorial
unanticipated Park
device failure.
con regarding
vandalism
is
Summary Report
moot - that could happen on any structure; temporary or permanent.

1

This is an ideal corner for community concert events, and the short term extra cost for the permanent structure, is well
worth the investment for years of enjoyment by the community.

1

looks like a temporary stage would be a cheaper investment up front but there are hidden costs every time it needs to
be set up, taken down and stored away, ultimately making it higher than it appears. A permanent stage provides a focal
point and gathering area for the community.

1

Instead of selecting either of the 2 options above the person completing the survey wrote: No change.

1

Add to the right hand column "potential for liability" when kids decide to climb on top of this structure. Once again, a
substantial majority of respondents to DWK's own 2012 Citizen survey said "keep the costs down."

1

Might be worth a lower initial investment to pilot the use of the stage, and then make a longer-term (and bigger)
investment once we can make a more informed decision about how it's going to be used.

1

Temporary stages are avaialable that are modified trailers and require little set up and look great.

APPENDIX D:

What
What is
is your
your preference
preference for
for tiered
tiered seating?
seating?

What is your preference for tiered seating?

Grass tiers with concrete walls 48.7%
Grass tiers with concrete walls 48.7%

Grass tiers with grass slopes 51.4%
Grass tiers with grass slopes 51.4%

Grass tiers with concrete walls 48.7%
Grass tiers with grass slopes 51.4%

What
What is
is your
your preference
preference for
for tiered
tiered seating?
seating?
Value
Value

Count
Count

Percent %
Percent %

38
38
36
36

T
Total
otal Responses
Responses

Count

51.4%
51.4%
48.7%
48.7%

Percent %

Grass tiers with grass slopes

38

51.4%

Total Responses

Grass tiers with concrete walls

36

48.7%

Grass
with
grass
Grass
tiers
with
grass slopes
slopes for tiered seating?
What
is tiers
your
preference
Grass
Grass tiers
tiers with
with concrete
concrete walls
walls
Value

Please
Please wite
wite any
any comments
comments you
you have
have about
about tiered
tiered seating.
seating.
Count
Count

Statistics
Statistics

74
74

Statistics

74

Response
Response

Please1 wite
anylikely
comments
you havemore
about tiered
seating.
1 Are
Are we
we likely to
to need
need seating
seating for
for more than
than 500?
500?
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Count

1

Grass
Grass is
is more
more user
user friendly,
friendly, concrete
concrete invites
invites graffiti.
graffiti.
II like
the
cement
tiers
more,
but
think
that
only
like the cement tiers more, but think that only half
half of
of the
the hill
hill should
should have
have them,
them,
Are we likely to need seating for more than 500?
ItIt keeps
a
more
nature
feel
to
the
area
keeps a more nature feel to the area
Grass is more user friendly, concrete invites graffiti.
Tiers
Tiers with
with walls
walls would
would be
be way
way more
more sustainable
sustainable and
and cheaper
cheaper to
to maintain.
maintain.
I like the cement tiers more, but think that only half of the hill should have them,
Grass
slopes
for
now.
It
looks
Concrete
good
at
Mission
Hill
winery.
Grass slopes for now. It looks good at Mission Hill winery. Concrete walls
walls would
would be
be a
a major
major expense.
expense.
It keeps a more nature feel to the area
Why
throw
money
into
something
that's
only
going
to
last
5
years.
West
Kelowna
is
here
to
stay!
Why throw money into something that's only going to last 5 years. West Kelowna is here to stay! Do
Do itit right!
right!
Tiers with walls would be way more sustainable and cheaper to maintain.
Less
grass
to
water,
less
grass
to
mow.
looks
nicer
and
more
finished.
options
to
sit
on
lawn
chairs
or
Less grass to water, less grass to mow. looks nicer and more finished. options to sit on lawn chairs or on
on the
the concrete
concrete
Grassmore
slopes
for now.
Italooks
good
at Mission Hill winery. Concrete walls would be a major expense.
edge,
seating
for
growing
community.
edge, more seating for a growing community.
Why throw money into something that's only going to last 5 years. West Kelowna is here to stay! Do it right!

Response

1

Are we likely to need seating for more than 500?

1

Grass is more user friendly, concrete invites graffiti.

1

I like the cement tiers more, but think that only half of the hill should have them,

1

APPENDIX D:
It keeps a more nature feel to the area
Memorial Park Plan Feedback Survey Results
Tiers with walls would be way more sustainable and cheaper to maintain.
Summary Report

1

Grass slopes for now. It looks good at Mission Hill winery. Concrete walls would be a major expense.

1

Why throw money into something that's only going to last 5 years. West Kelowna is here to stay! Do it right!

1

Less grass to water, less grass to mow. looks nicer and more finished. options to sit on lawn chairs or on the concrete
edge, more seating for a growing community.

1

Instead of selecting either of the 2 options above the person completing the survey wrote: No change.

1

The grass tiers create a soft, natural structure to the slope. I prefer this to the hard, cold look and feel of concrete.

1

Concrete walls may be less prone to any damage and would likely sustain better for a longer period of time.

1

I would be happy with either option, but I do like that more people can sit on the concrete and more will fit. But I do think
that just grass tiers would be fine, and we can use the money we have saved for this option to move forward on other
projects within the park (like the bike skills park!).

1

I like the natural look of grass slopes, but the maintenance crew will have difficulties maintaining the slope.

1

For ease of maintenance and creature comfort, concrete walls is the way to go. Only draw back is vandalism in the
form of grafitti.

1

What is your preference for slope treatment?
What is your preference for slope treatment?

Planted Gardens 19.2%

Planted Gardens 19.2%

Grass or Naturalized Slope 80.8%

Grass or Naturalized Slope 80.8%

What is your preference for slope treatment?
Value

What is your preference for slope treatment?

Count

Grass or Naturalized Slope

Percent %

59

80.8%

Count
14
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%
19.2%

Grass or Naturalized Slope

59

80.8%

Planted Gardens

14

19.2%

Value Gardens
Planted
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Please wite any comments you have about slope treatment.
Please
any comments you have about slope treatment.
Count wite
Response
1
Count
1

Definitely naturalized slopes with drought tolerant localized plantings.
Response
For now naturalized slope. Maybe at a later date planted gardens.

1
1
1
1
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1
1
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What is your preference for slope treatment?
Value

Count

Percent %
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80.8%
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Summary Report

Grass or Naturalized Slope
Planted Gardens

Total Responses

Please wite any comments you have about slope treatment.
Count

Response

1

Definitely naturalized slopes with drought tolerant localized plantings.

1

For now naturalized slope. Maybe at a later date planted gardens.

1

I really support the anticipated pros of this one: drought tolerance, habitat creation.

1

Keep is natural and invest the money elsewhere

1

Aesthetic value can also come in having naturalized areas not just fancy plantings. a properly tended xeroscape garden
can set an example for the community. We must look towards reducing the water consumption of our community
where feasible.

1

We over use water in the Okanagan valley already, we should take a leading position and develop a Xeriscape garden
and natural grasslands.

1

Why throw money into something that's only going to last 5 years. This is a prominent destination for locals and
tourists. Do it right!

1

Planted is nice, but do we have the resources cabable of maintaining these beds? Most shrub beds in the District are in
dire need of attention.

1

I disagree with the Aniticipated Cons that naturalized slopes have lower aesthetic value and function. We live in a semiarrid high desert area that should inform the environmental design. The planted gardens belong in Buschart Gardens or
perhaps Versailles.

1

I prefer the planted garden as to modernize the area, but a natural look still looks great when done right.

1

We don't need to spend the extra money for a garden type area. Save the cost, and use it for the seating and stage.

1

I would be in favor of a combination of the two ideas. Planted gardens with indigenous plants to the are would be ideal!

1

Seems if anything that natural slopes are the best option to go with the cheaper of the two. Go with all the other options
if there is budget left over I would consider looking at adding to the natural slope fields.

1

Natural will be nice, and there always a future option to put in gardens once the rest of the projects are completed. Save
money on these slopes.

1

The planted gardens - I believe a French style garden has been put forward - are quite inappropriate for this venue; it is
not Versailles. In addition, the cost of maintenance would be higher. Better to have something that reflects the actual
not Versailles. In addition, the cost of maintenance would be higher. Better to have something that reflects the actual
vegetation of the area.
vegetation of the area.
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3
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10.7%
Summary
Report
Drop-off Loop
Parking - Lower
Parking - Upper
All Others
1
1.3%
4
11

8%

6.7%

Lot (south of
field)
5.3%

Lot (north of
JBMAC)

14.7%

Based on the proposed improvements to Memorial Park listed below, please select the 3 projects
would you like to see completed first.
Value on the proposed improvements to Memorial Park listed
Countbelow,
Percent
%
Statisticsthe 3 projects
Based
please
select
Expanded
Stage
13
17.3%
Total Responses
75
would
youTemporary
like to see
completed first. Priority 1:

Expanded Permanent Stage
Value

20

26.7%

Count

Percent %

22
0
13
0
3
0
6
0
5
0
31
0
51
0
26
0
6
0
8
0
1
0
4
0
11
0

29.3%
0.0%
17.3%
0.0%
4.0%
0.0%
8.0%
0.0%
6.7%
0.0%
41.3%
0.0%
68.0%
0.0%
34.7%
0.0%
8.0%
0.0%
10.7%
0.0%
1.3%
0.0%
5.3%
0.0%
14.7%
0.0%

Planted Garden Slope Treatment

0

0.0%

Natural Grass Slope Treatment

0

0.0%

Grass Tiered Seating with Grass Slopes
Expanded Temporary Stage
Grass Tiered Seating with Retaining Wall
Expanded Permanent Stage
Drop-off Loop
Grass Tiered Seating with Grass Slopes
Parking - Lower Lot (south of field)
Grass Tiered Seating with Retaining Wall
Parking - Upper Lot (north of JBMAC)
Drop-off Loop
Expanded Skate Park
Parking - Lower Lot (south of field)
Bike Skills Park
Parking - Upper Lot (north of JBMAC)
Playground
Expanded Skate Park
Memorial Grove
Bike Skills Park
Connecton between JBMAC and Field
Playground
Connection between Upper Parking Lot and JBMAC Entry
Memorial Grove
Planted Garden Slope Treatment
Connection between JBMAC and Field
Natural Grass Slope Treatment
Connection between Upper Parking Lot and JBMAC Entry

Statistics

Total Responses

0

Based on the proposed improvements to Memorial Park listed below, please select the 3 projects
would you like to see completed first. Priority 1:
Percent
%
Statistics
DoValue
you have another idea for Memorial Park that was not listed?Count
Please
describe
your
idea below.

Expanded Temporary Stage

0

0.0%

Expanded
Permanent Stage
Count Response

0

0.0%

Grass
1 Tiered
Bike Seating
racks with Grass Slopes

0

0.0%

Grass
with Retaining Wall
1 Tiered
MoveSeating
Skate Park.

0

0.0%

Drop-off
1 aLoop
small designated pet park,

0

0.0%

Parking
Lower
Lot (south
field) to manage the wind
1 -side
pannels
on theofstage

0

0.0%

Total Responses

0

Parking
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Lottrack,
(northcurrently
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0
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1 -BMX
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there is no BMX tracks on the west side, and anyone
would
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have
to
take
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Expanded Skate Park
0
0.0%
Field below is nice for the kids to play on, but it is not very level. This could
use0.0%
some $ thrown at it. 2/ A partial area
Bike 1Skills1/Park
0
below the park could be turned into a fenced dog park. 3/ I like the trails down in this area as well, and it would be nice
Playground
0
0.0%
to see these fixed up a bit with siome benches to rest at.
Memorial Grove
0
0.0%
Connection between JBMAC and Field

0

0.0%

Connection between Upper Parking Lot and JBMAC Entry

0

0.0%

Planted Garden Slope Treatment

0

0.0%

Natural Grass Slope Treatment

0

0.0%

Do you have any other comments or ideas you would like to share about Memorial Park?
Count

1

Response

A bike skills park would be fantastic!

Do you
another
that was
notand
listed?
Please
1 have
I would
love to idea
see a for
bikeMemorial
skills park, itPark
is a growing
sport,
is family
fun! describe your idea below.

1
1

BMX race track, currently there is no BMX tracks on the west side, and anyone would wants to get their kids involved in
the sport have to take their kids to Rutland.
1/ Field below is nice for the kids to play on, but it is not very level. This could use some $ thrown at it. 2/ A
partial area D:
APPENDIX
below the park could be turned into a fenced dog park. 3/ I like the trails down in this area as well, and it would be nice
Memorial Park Plan Feedback Survey Results
to see these fixed up a bit with siome benches to rest at.

Summary Report

Do you have any other comments or ideas you would like to share about Memorial Park?
Count

Response

1

A bike skills park would be fantastic!

1

I would love to see a bike skills park, it is a growing sport, and is family fun!

1

Lighting is very important to help stop vandalism that occurs in this unsecured area

1

More parking is a bad idea and wast of money you should know better then that

1

having a bike park and skate park will keep the kids entertained and off the streets

1

just keep up the great work --- we are a very lucky community thank you

1

I would de-emphasize the stage and seating. There is very little demand for such a thing. We need more recreational
uses for our park land that is in town and easily accessible by foot or bike. We need safe places for everybody and
especially youth to get involved in sports. A permanent or semi permanent stage would only get used for special
occasions and could easily be rented and setup as needed.

1

Lots of input from people in the biking and skateboarding community and thought put in to keeping people that just want
to drink and do drugs there out!

1

I feel that an emphasis should be placed on recreation for youth. That is why I feel that the skate park and bike skills
park are high priority

1

I haven't actually used this area much so don't consider my opinions to be particularly well-informed! However, I do look
forward to making more use of it in the future.

1

The mountain bike club will volunteer to construct the bike skills park in less than a week (construction time). Please
contact us to discuss.

1

Im a montian bike enthusiast and would be happy to help design and build a bike skills park for west kelowna. We need
more of it! Brandon Andres 250 681 4157

1

In the 2012 Citizen Survey, to the question "What services do you think West Kelowna is not providing but should?",
65% of the respondents selected nothing. Only 35% wanted West Kelowna to do something, and of that minority, less
than 5% mentioned any of the features that are part of this Memorial Park plan. These "make work" projects are how
municipal bureaucracies expand their role in the community beyond anything ever requested, along with the taxes to
fund them.

1

This should be treated as a multi year project to spread the cost out. I like that it is in a central location with the
memorial theme tied to the Johnson Bentley Pool. Hopefully conversations can take place with the First Nations
community to further develop this area for public use.

1

The landscaping at the entrance and sides really look aweful, and should be part of this enhancement. It would be nice
too, to see a nicer gate up front.

1

I think it is a great spot for the Arts community, specifically music and/or theatre, and we should spend whatever is
necessary to have a beautiful permanent structure in place with tiered grass seating (just like Mission Hill Winery).

If you would like to stay informed about the Memorial Park Plan and other District of West Kelowna projects/
initiatives, please provide your email below.
Count

Response

1

Antoni.evans@gmail.com

1

Clayton_benko@yahoo.ca

1

Dddavep@hotmail.com

1

abkc@shaw.ca
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Open House Input Summary
The Memorial Park Plan was presented at the Westbank Centre Revitalization Open House on Thursday,
March 14, 2013. The drop-in event took place from 4 to 7pm and had approximately 110 attendees.
Overall, feedback regarding the concept and park features was positive and enthusiastic as community
members expressed their desire to see the proposed park improvements made in the near future. The
following feedback is organized as it relates to specific park features.

Bike Skills Park








Strong support for the bike skills park
A large group representing the Mountain Bikers of the Central Okanagan (MTBCO) attended the
event
o Several members from this group volunteered participation in design and construction
Soliciting volunteers from the MTBCO would provide a low cost solution for construction
A risk assessment would need to be completed prior to detailed design
Adherence to International Mountain Biking Association (IMBA) standards and design in
consultation with the primary user group is recommended
Good precedents are Whistler and Squamish bike parks, both are well designed and used
regularly

New Skate Park



Complementary use with adjacent bike skills park
Support for depressed features because of lower liability issues compared to elevated surfaces

Expanded Parking




Positive support for increased parking
Good for improved accessibility
Vehicle access to the stage along the toe of the slope is desirable

Memorial Grove



General acceptance of the idea
Attendees were confused about the purpose of memorial grove (better communication of the
intentions for Memorial Grove would be helpful)
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Expanded Stage









Strong support for an expanded/ upgraded stage as Music in the Park is a popular event
Current stage is deteriorating causing safety concerns
Evenly divided support for both permanent and temporary stage options
Main concern regarding a permanent structure was vandalism
Further exploration into stage size and requirements would be beneficial
Ideally, temporary stage would be conveniently located and easy to set up
A trailer style temporary stage was suggested for ease of set-up
There is potential to rent a temporary stage until a permanent structure is constructed

Tiered seating






Support for both grass tiers with grass slopes and grass with retaining walls options
The potential to have more seating in less space (with the retaining wall option) is an advantage
The retaining wall option provides the opportunity for public funding
Concerns about maintenance was raised by both members of the public and parks staff
Drainage down the slope and onto the field is a concern
o Subsurface drainage should be included in the cost estimate

Upgraded Slope


Landscaped gardens are a low priority

Playground


JBMAC event planning staff expressed concerns about the proposed location of the park as that
space is currently used for other activities (those activities could most likely take place in the
field instead)

Existing Field



Currently suffers from major drainage issues
o Option to provide perimeter drainage as a short-term solution
If the field is to be used for full-time league play in the future, drainage upgrades would be
required
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Safety and Security




Lighting is highly recommended especially in the skate park, bike park and parking lots
Thinning or limbing-up of vegetation around the proposed playground is recommended for
improved visibility
There is currently a homeless camp located in the north-east area of the site (where Memorial
Grove is proposed to be located)
o An attendee shared an experience where they were accosted by a member of the
homeless camp

